3.00

FallingDownOn Us
WorstIs YetTo C,om
Bushette at the Bohemian Grove and the Duck Club in Arkansas-so what else
is new? Ah, but what sort of dudes stand with or against them?
I reminded
you readers: there are at least seven top-level heads and ten fire-breathing
heads to the DRAGON out to gain the world and suck your blo.od.

MORE
COMI-NG
DOWN
As the “government” goes on a “rest break” in the middle of
“no money to run the other part of the government”, I wonder
how many of you will do more than snicker?
Bob‘Dole needs to go “campaign”, he said, and “they” can’t
travel while the airports are closed because of the storms and
“yak, yakity, yak”.
That the “First Lady Billiary Billious” is a consummate liar
is now PROVEN and that can only mean that Billy Boy is
WORSE than a liar, and every other negative thing you can
dream of. We KNOW of some of his escapades with Georgie
P.O. Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126

No, we still DON’T know whereat are Ronn and Betty Jackson!
(Please see
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[quoting:]
LANCASTER-FBI
agents are looking i: ito attempts by five Antelope Valley residents [It’s interestbe
to use checks they claim can be redeemed
to the U.S. postmaster to purchase 10 Cadillacs or four
motor homes, bail a person out of jail and pay off large
debts. The residents are believed to be followers of a
Montana-based organization called the Freeman Group,
which has been teaching people they can create their
own money, FBI officials said. Similar seminars are
conducted in the Antelope Valley. “They havedeclared
themselves a sovereign nation and believe that they
have the right to create their own financial instruments”
Printed by computer, the checks, passed in the Antelope
Valley bear the words “Certified Bankers Check” and
“Comptroller Warrant”. They also are imprinted “Treasurer united States of America-Redeemable
at office
of Postmaster”, with the “u” not capitalized, Auer said.
They bear the image of the Statue of Liberty.
According to Auer, the U.S. attorney’s staff has no
plans to prosecute anyone at this time-because
the
businesses’ losses have been slight or nonexistent-but
the FBI will continue to investigate.
Since the buyers were told their checks were not
valid and they were not allowed to have the four mobile
homes they had picked out, the bank has received
several letters telling officials to honor the checks.
“They’re
trying to intimidate
us,” said Wayne
Rosenberger
“They quote all types of codes that I don’t even
know are real.”

a

provided extensive-if
misleading-coverage
of this event on January 5,6,7,
[quoting:]
Laurent Moore, 50, Jack Warren, 46, and Jack
Franz, 5 1, are accused of threatening government and
banking offtcials from whom they sought $22.8 million
to compensate for the foreclosure of Warren’s condominium. Although condo officials said Warren didn’t
pay some fees, Warren charged the government stole
his home. He filed unusual-looking
liens
and threatened
a
to take county property, such as buses and
buildings, to collect.
The defendants contend they shouldn’t be on trial
because they are “sovereign citizens”.
Law officers
contend they are part of a movement that believes they
are exempt from income taxes and
Since the trial began Wednesday in U.S. District
Court, the usually stuffy proceedings have taken a
twist. At first the men refused even to attend, but on

.:
-

Thursday they came to court, still rejecting their three
court-appointed lawyers. Warren was the only one to
question witnesses Thursday, throwing up his hands in
frustration at legal “word games” he still hasn’t figured
out. U.S. District Judge Robert Merhige Jr. nearly
kicked Warren out .of his own trial for not following
rules. Warren is trying to prove that, among other.
things, the court has no jurisdiction over him. .Atthe
group’s beliefs is that the United States
went bankrupt in 1933 and everyone became sovereign
citizens. Therefore, they contend, citizens are free to
choose their own court to hear disputes. The group has
created the Constitutional Common Law Court, which
has its own rules and is part of the reason the men are
on trial.
FBI, IRS, and Florida Department of Law Enforcement agents contend the alternative court indicted
public officials and a federal grand jury, talked of
treason charges and authorized the arrest of numerous
court offtcers. The paperwork prompted extra security,
warnings to workers and their families and concern
about possible kidnappings

Prosecutor Thomas Turner wrapped up his case
Friday ,morning, giving the men on trial their turn to
present a defense. They had rejected any help from
court-appointed lawyers. Confusion mounted as the
men tried to prove their only point: They are sovereign
citizens over whom the court has no jurisdiction. Warren put it like this, drawing on an easel in front of the
jury: First there was God. God created man. Man
created the
The
made
corporations-fictitious
entities with no morals or souls,
he added. Then corporations created corporate citizens. Since the United States is a corporation, Warren
continued. it assumes evervone is a corporate citizen
who must’follow the laws ihat Congress creates. Not
so, he declared. He and his friends maintain they are
natural citizens-apart
from the corporation-who
follow only the U.S.
and God’s laws. Corporations, he remarked, are money-hungry. So, it’s kind
of like God’s children vs. Satan’s children, he said.
Follow? The dozens of people who have dropped by
court in support of the men say everyone should take
this subject very seriously.
After deliberating three hours, [ 12 federal court
jurors] convicted Jack Warren, Laurent Moore, and
Jack Franz of 21 counts of conspiracy, mail fraud anA
obstruction of justice. They rejected the men’s contention that the three are sovereign citizens immune from
government jurisdiction and whose only court is the
one they created in someone’s living room one night.

just a

tumblers of lemonade sit untouched

sENTiNEL
[quoting’1from the Branch Davidians to
as the talk meanders

thing to

and understand

Under sentencing guidelines,
the men face punishments ranging from eight to 12
years in prison when sentenced April 19.

This Associated Press article was more credible in
its portrayal of those who challenge
Establishment.
It appeared in the January 7 issue of

plots by the Council on Foreign Relations and the real
reasons children no longer learn phonetic reading.
Linda Patarozzi, low-key and polite, dressed in suburban casual clothes [rro army boots!], tilts forward in her
recliner, voice rising in frustration. uYou know, I wish
we didn’t have to do this,” she says to the nods of two
other women who have spent the afternoon in the ranch
house living room, schooling a visitor on threats against
America. “I mean it’s not that it’s a hobby or some.thing that we want to do,” Patarozzi continues. “It’s
just that I see our freedom going down the drain, and I
want to grab hold of it before i?s lost for my kids,”
In the aftermath of the Oklahoma City bombing,
the beliefs of these women-and an uncounted number
who meet via phone, fax and Internet-have
been
dismissed largely as the rantings of rifle-toting buffoons
While the women
share some of the right-wing militia’s suspicions about
various federal plots to stifle dissent and disarm U.S.
citizens, they don’t fit the militia’s caricature.
All
three are mothers approaching middle age: one a nurse,
another a housewife, the third “in transition”. All are
voracious readers, articulate and impassioned. There
is no hate in their talk-rather,
a palpable fear and a
sense of urgency.
“All we want to do is get the truth out,” says Beth
Ann Peradotti, an earnest woman who spends up to
$1,000 a month faxing information ranging from outcome-based education to the Gulf War Syndrome and
foreign troops in the United States. It is hard to find a
label for Peradotti and her friends. Terms such as right
wing or conservative don’t fit
They call themselves “researchers” but have
no organization. [Wise move.] Whatever label eventually sticks-AmericaFirsters,
Constitutionalists-there
is evidence these true believers represent a growing
fault line in the American body politic.
It
is a scary picture: a long-plotted
New World Order created by an elite class of internationalists bent on destroying national sovereignty, their
totalitarian rule to be enforced by United Nations troops
here while American soldiers serve the World Government overseas. Proof comes in many forms: statements
from Woodrow Wilson to President Clinton and his
advisers on the trend toward world government; Congressional and presidential
rumored to have
signed away the countrv: a national education plan seen
as dumbing down children and separating them from
their families, values and heritage.
Each topic is
painstakingly documented with a cascade of books,
brochures, videotapes and citations. Viewed through
this lens of conspiracy the evidence is so clear it is hard
to understand why more people, especially the media,
have not taken up the cause. Unless, they are part of the
conspiracy.
a
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“Give us this day our daily media Holocaust fare.”
The menu for the January 7
included
this article by Ray Richmond, [quoting:]
Henry Rosmarin’s revenge is outliving many of his
Nazi persecutors-and
telling the world about his Holocaust experience. The 70-year-old West Valley man
is onb of more than 9,000 survivors who have-over the
past 18 months-preserved
their stories in videotaped
interviews for the nonprofit Survivors of the Shoah
Visual History Foundation, a project directed by Steven
Spielberg.
of
More than 100 paid employees working
out of a series of trailer offices at Spielberg’s Amblin
Entertainment complex at Universal Studios oversee
hundreds of volunteers around the world seeking out
and recording survivors’ stories. Spielberg hopes to
videotape the stories of at least 50,000 of the estimated
300,000 Holocaust survivors worldwide by 1998 and is
talking about extending the three-year, $60 million
effort to reach that goal.
The Holocaust
stories of Rosmarin and several other survivors can be
seen Monday night in a one-hour documentary
produced by Spielberg’s foundation titled “Survivors of the Holocaust”.

and electronically transferred via fiber-optic network
to a supercomputer.
That computer is connected to a
robot designed to archive, manage, and navigate through
the mass of material. The third copy is referred to as a
“digital submaster” for “future applications and upgrades”, meaning it is awaiting technology not yet in
existence. Right now, groundbreaking technology allows the Los Angeles foundation office to share information with its worldwide regional offices via a single
interconnected database. The result of all this cyber
wizardry-which
is so new the foundation asks visitors
to sign a nondisclosure statement-will
in 1998 allow
all of the digitalized interviews to be accessed on line
throughout the world, the foundation hopes. To date,
more than 30,000 Beta videotapes have been used to
record more than 12,000 hours of testimony in 19
languages. One would have to sit 24 hours a day for
more than 550 days to watch it all.
Spielberg’s vision is that students at schools and
libraries everywhere will one day be able to pop in a
CD-ROM and have the entire foundation visual history
archive at their fingertips-the
Holocaust in all of its
a
horror, on a single disc.
Hatonn ‘s comments on
7.1

Daily Holocaust fare for January 9th: Michael
we Kenney wrote this article for the
which was reprinted in the January 9 edition of the
[quoting:]
As the passing years dim the memories and still the

voices of Holocaust survivors, the accelerated efforts to
record their testimonies on videotape have become
controversial. “There is some value” in videotaping
survivor testimonies, said [Holocausl
G. ] Roskies, “but the Holocaust is now a media event,
and the only thing that is real is what is on the screen.
The idea. is absolutely insane that this reveals some
deeper level of truth.” What concerns Roskies is that
the survivor videotapes have shifted the entire focus of
Holocaust history. “In the old days,” he said, “the story
was how they died. The early accounts captured the life
and death of those who died.” But
said,
“the focus has
‘how I survived’.”
A word Holocaust scholars often use when discussing the survivors is “triumphalism”.
a
social scientist at Boston University, said there is -8
hidden triumphalism in basing the story of the Holocaust purely on the survivor
every right to say, ‘We have survived.’ But we
have any right to say, ‘How wonderful that people
survived.’ That short-circuits our
stand the.Holocaust.”
survivor testimonies tell only a part of the Holocaust
don’t know,” Levine said, ‘what those who
say. There
have to hear, the voices of the inarticulate,
those
who do not wish to
the voices of those who
died.” And even in the testimonies of the survivors who
often appear prosperous and comfortable, Levine said,

Accepting the view that survivors =don’t always
get the names,
and facts right,” videos are valuable not for the facts, but for the ways the people have
remembered them.
“.. .

TACT
is

disparity!

The atmosphere in the Universal
lot offices is hectic with people racing around,
punching information into computers, answering phones, planning, discussing and
editing. Interviews also are conducted out of
regional offices in Chicago, New York, Miami, Buenos Aires, Toronto,
London,
Amsterdam, Sydney, Warsaw, Frankfurt,
Johannesburg, Paris, Prague, Zagreb, and St.
Petersburg. More than 2,000 interviews were
taped in Los Angeles, a significant portion of
those in the San Fernando Valley.
Interviews begin with a telephone call to
the project’s toll-free number: (800) 6612092. One of an estimated 1,500 volunteer
interviewers-each
of whom has undertaken
a 25-hour training session-contacts
the survivor and conducts a preinterview to assess
the best questions to ask and the most effective w.ay to put the person at ease. Then
comes the actual interview, always conducted
in the home of the survivor for maximum
comfort level, using free-lance video camera
operators (all of whom donate their time).
Once the completed interview is in hand,
three additional copies of the tape (besides
the one sent to the survivor) are produced.
One is dispatched to the foundation’s cataloguing department,
where an employee
spends eight hours indexing every word and
key phrase for future easy access. For instance, if you were to key in the word “abduction” on the computer, it would go directly to
that portion of a given tape in which the
survivor discusses being abducted. “Abdomen” would bring up a sentence describing
being beaten about the abdomen. A second
copy of the interview is digitally compressed

Hillary Clinton is a ‘congenital liar’
m&cans of all political persuaslons are coming to the sad
realization that our first lady a woman of undoubted talents who was
a role model for many ln her generation
-lsaangenw!liam

safh

. Vincent Foster, she ordered the overturn of an agreement
Justice Department to examine the fllea
ln the dead man’s of&. Her closest
A few days ago, New York
friends and aides, under
have
columnist and former Nixon White
been blatantly disremembering Thea
House speech writer William Safire
llkely ob&uctlon of Justice,
wrote this column critical of Hillary
have to pay for supporting Hillary’s ll6
Clinton. It sparked an afigry reaction

%%
by
drip, llke Whlwith jail terms.
frotnthepresidsnt.Anumberofreadtewater torture, the case is being made
Again, the lying has not lnwtlonal.
ershave&edforthiicdumn,aswel
that she is compelled to mislead, and to
Investigators believe that damning fe
as S&&s response to the president
ensnare her subordinates and friends ln
cordsfrcmtheRoseLawFirm,wmngwhich ran last Thursday.
a ‘web of deceit.
fully kept in Vincent Foster’s white
Remember the story she told
House offlee, were spirited’ out lu the
about studying The
Street Journal to explain her 10,000 dead of night and hidden from the law for two yeara befoti
percent profit ln 1979commodity trading? We now know that
being revealed.
was a lie told to turn aside accusations that as the governor’s
why the White House concealment? For goed matron: The
wife she profited corruptly, her account being run by a lawyer
records show Hlllary Clinton was lying when she denied
for state poultry interests through a disreputable
actively represantlng a criminal enterprise known 85 the
Madison S&L, and indicate she may have conspired to make I
She lied for good reason: To admit otherwise would be to
shamlanddealthatcosttaxpaytws$8mllllon.
confess taking, and paying taxes on, what some think
One reason for the recent dribble of evldeuee from the
amounted to a $100,000bribe.
white House ls the discovery ‘by the FBI of copies of same-of
The abuse of presidential power known as Travelgate
elicited another series of lies. She induced a White House
lawyer to assert flatly to investigators that Mrs. Clinton did.
not order the firing of White House travel aides, who were
then harassed by the FBI and Justice Department to justify
patronage replacement bv Mrs. Clinton’s cronies.
Now’ we know, from a memo long concealed from
investigators, that there would be “hell to pay” if the furious
first lady’s desires were scorned. The career of the lawyer
who transmitted Hillary’s he to authorities is now in jeopardy. .
Again, she Liedwith good reason: to avoid being identified as
a vindictive political power player who used the FBI to ruin
the lives
people standing in the way of juicy patronage.
In the aftermath of the apparent suicide of her former
partner and closest confidant, white House Deputy Counsel

those records elsewhere. When Cllnton wltrmsaes ara a&d
ahut specific items in “lost” records the white HOUSE
“flnds”~
its copy. By concealing the Madison billing records two daga
beyond the statute of limitations, Blllary evadea a dvii ‘suit bs:
.
hambowhd bank regulators.
Another reason for revelations la the lmmlnent tttmim?‘of
former aides and partners of Hillary agalnst her; they were
willing to cover her lying when it advanced their careers, but
;;IIx~~
to listen to their lawyers when faced with perlury
Therefore, ask not, “Why didn’t ahe just come dean at the
beginning?” She had good reasons to lie; she’ is In the
longtime habit of lying; and she has never been called to
account for lvlng herself or ln suborning-~lying- in her aided abd
friends.
- -
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do, give us a call. My sincere hope is that he is
somewhere doing his contract and filling his agreements WITH US. No, our agreements have NOTHING
to do with such as “land claims” or anything of the sort.
We are waiting for venture capital with some very
“high-level” financial people and it has nothing to do
with these side games of ANYONE. We are waiting for
some project funding, already approved by financial
entities. Mr. Jackson was only a middle man to protect
the lenders. We don’t need protection for we have legal
project accounts, business proposals, etc. Neither party
in our transactions is happy with Mr. Jackson’s antics.
He should very well be quite seriously afraid of our
financial entities for they are not as nice as are we when
thwarted.
They are trained in physical New World
tactics of physical abuse-among
other things. Obviously the “land claims” were a total scam and were long
before Mr. Jackson had anything to do with them. “But,
can’t you just follow the checking trail as in ‘who
cashed the checks’?” Nope, the instructions were to
send CASH or money orders to pay for the claims
processing.
So you have a whole BUNCH of people
sending cash to cover their non-legal claims. This is an
old one, readers, but Evil never needs change its game
because people want and hope for something-especially if it is something for nothing! The point is to
choose something to “right” a “wrong” and make it
sound reasonable.
EAST

COAST

BLIZZARDS

Why is NEW YORK wallowing in the worst blizzards ever? Because those Eastern Seaboard cities are
the New Homeland headquarters ofthe Jewish Zionists.
You are simply in the war now to allow the Beast to
begin to really destroy itself in the New World and New
World Order. Remember that the Continent of the
Americas was called the “new world”. It is now called
by lots of other names including “Western” but mostly
around the globe it is recognized as the new homeland
of Israel. There are OTHER and bigger ways to get the
point across out “west”. Daily there are now MYRIADS of earthquakes along the Western Seaboard and
inland to the bases of major importance (Edwards Air
Force Base, China Lake Naval Weapons Center, etc.)
and the quake register maps have so many quakes of
reportable size that the dots cannot be differentiated in
some areas. This means that those areas are going to
sustain major fatigue breakage at any moment, The
facts are that the Earth is shaking to the point that it
never stops and nobody seems to notice any more.
My major question to you is: HOW ARE THE
EASTERN CITIES and States going to’fare when the
melt-off comes? In the West there is no moisture and
how will you fare out there? Moreover, this blizzard in
the East is referred to as “the year of the big blizzard”.
You aren’t even half way through the winter, so what
makes anyone believe this is all there is? Do”they”
_‘.
.

know something you don’t? Well “they” don’t SEEM
to know anything!
Why is the Holocaust being pushed so hard that on
any given night there is a big feature on television
about it? Friends, I remind you that the Holocaust has
to be recognized as a fulfillment of prophecy so that
YOU CAN BE SHOWN THAT ISRAEL IS GOING TO
RUN THE WORLD. THE ENTIRE OF THE JEWISH
RECOGNITION OF ALL BIBLES IS BASED ON NUMBERS, AND WHEN THE NUMBERS ADD UP TO
SUIT THEM, THEY PRONOUNCE THEIR PROPHECIES TO HAVE COME TRUE. JUST AS IN THE
MOVIE SCRIPTS WRITTEN TO SPECS, SO TOO
ARE THE PROPHECIES. And, while the people in the
most heavily populated areas of Jewish “settlers” can’t
get out to go running about or do business, they will be
saturated with television tales of woe and terrible plights
of “His People”, genocide, gematria and eye-for-aneye.
THE

SET-UP

Well, the militias of the patriots are getting restless
and everyone aboard has polished his duck pistol to
shiny new and readied the ammo-cans. Your fighting
youth are off to vacation in the mud and cold of Bosnia
to prolong the National Emergency for Mr. Clinton and
you are left bare except for the New Jerusalem U.N.
Forces now all over the Americas. These are mostly
restless Soviets because, after all, the Soviets don’t
have to go keep much peace where they have been the
problem! They are free to come enforce the New World
Order rules and regulations in Martial Law against
you-the-people who sent your troops away.
The NEXT POINT is to get CONTROL while you
have no government and no way to get around in and
about that area where government is maintained. If you
only have ten people present for voting-then
you are
going to have law of ten! The Federal Reserve Act was
brought into law with less. The Bretton Woods agreements were brought into law with fewer and they weren’t
,

even IN Washington.
If a law is suggested and entered for vote and even
if no one in Congress even knows about it, after 30 days
from introduction it becomes law-automatically.
The
U.S. took on a NATIONAL RELIGION which is one of
the most important negatives offered by the Consribby not even using a VOTE but just by some yeas and
nays-the yeas winning of course. But, citizens of the
U.S.A., for years you have had a National Religionunder the Jewish laws of the Noahide. This is why you
can’t have Christian scenes on public lands but CAN
have Stars of David, candlesticks and anything else the
Zionists want-ANYWHERE.
How do I feel about it? Well, not as bad as you SHOULD if you are, most especially, a believer on
“Jesus” for the whole of the ruckus’ is about Jesus.
However, to be about “Jesus” is still NOT about CHRIST.
This so-called holiday honors a “man” and not the
Christ of heavenly etheric Father. That man’s name as
representative was Esu Emmanuel. Do you now remember?
Saul of Tarsus labeled the ((man of
Bethlehem” -Jesus-which
was ALSO not a term of
“name” but of “being anointed”. Saul changed his own
name to Paul to not be identified by those who knew the
TRUTH. So you now have Christians and so-called
Jews joining Dragon Heads like Siamese twins, not to
fight for God but for POWER on EARTH.
However, I can use Jesus as a good example of
“flexibility” of accepted truth: If you as Christians
accept Jesus as the Messiah and the Jews do not-how
can you have a Judeo-Christian ANYTHING7 Was that
not the basis upon which you CHOSE your belief and
“salvation”?
Moreover, mankind will believe anything he is
told, if told enough times. Now you have capability of
publishing anything you want to publish, and even
MORE on your computer internets-so
how are you to
discern TRUTH? If you are totally flooded with the
COMMERCIAL LIES, what will you come to believe?
Why do you think the intensity of the Holocaust films
grow more severe after half a century? “So no one will
ever forget!” they will tell you. Right, so no one can
ever forget the LIES. TRUTH STANDS FOREVER;
LIES MUST BE CONTINUALLY REINFORCED UNTIL, WITHOUT CONTRADICTION, THEY BECOME
ACCEPTED MYTHOLOGY. YOU ARE PEOPLE OF
THE MYTHOLOGY LIES! ! ! THEN, IF THE LAWS
MAKE IT UNLAWFUL AND PUNISHABLE BY ENFORCEMENT TO EVEN SO MUCH AS SPEAK OF
THE TRUTH-YOU ARE DOOMED.
“But it can’t happen in America,” you will tout. Oh
yes it can, AND HAS.
What will happen to Dharma when that (those)
laws are brought forth to stop our writing on such topics
as the Holocaust and Zionism7 We will stop writing on
those subjects. We are not here to save anything-just
to note our presence and TRUTH to our people. The
word is already written, the truth presented, so why
should we annoy, further, the beast with our pick-axes?
If mankind does not want freedom, so be it. GOD
DOES NOT USE FORCE! FORCE IS ONLY OF MAN
PHYSICAL.
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DEDICATION
TO
INTEGRATION
INTEGRITY
We have been offered the use of information from
resources who do not mind our using their published
material but prefer we not use in “serialized” format as
we do with, say,
We, will,
therefore simply refer to these resourcesby reference so
that you can make sure you have backup for whatever
we offer. We will make every effort to disallow lack of
“context” considerations or misinformation. One thing
about offering a writing in total reproduction is to
disallow these openings for errors in reproduction assumptions.
Since we will henceforth be pulling from several
resources and some wish inserts and small portions
used and others want verbatim and precise reprintingwe will STOP groping with the problem and you readers may assume that when we offer “Part x”, we are
simply designating our presentation in order of offering, for your convenience of continuity. We will continue to call the compiled writings as
but will henceforth refrain from the overall
“quoting” of the entire of the portions. This will ease
the trying to figure out what is what and we will
integrate by references as we use other documents.
Most of
by Calvin A. Buehrer
are compiled articles and references of his own research. Later if Mr. Buehrer wishes to publish he will
have a simplified task of removal of anything he does
not wish included in his work. We will continue with
a style of “indent” for material, brackets “la: 1” for my
major comments and then reference all other quoted material.
With this explanation presented let us move on to
what we will now label:

Modern
of
(A Touchstone Book, Simon and
Schuster, New York, 1991). The author is Rabbi
Arthur Hertzberg, Professor Emeritus of Religion at
Dartmouth College, Visiting Professor of the Humanities at New York University and Visiting Scholar at
Columbia University’s Mideast Institute. The former
rabbi of Temple Emanu-El in Englewood, New Jersey
has taught at Hebrew University in Jerusalem and at
Princeton University. He has served as president of the
Conference on Jewish Social Studies and as senior
editor of the
He is also a major
contributor to
Reading from page XV of
by ben Weintraub, Self Determination Committee, P.O. Box 15288, Washington, D.C. 20003.
(With permission):
A corollary

of the fundamental

premise above is

that
Unlike science which proceeds from an observed phenomenon, carefully documented and repeatedly verified, Jewish prophesying declares events beforehand
and then, most importantly for our century, works
indefatigably to make

stress

A corollary

this

a

His counsel unto His servants the prophets.” (Note:
God does not act without the rabbis having knowledge
It important for everyone to understand that we
:are now witnesses to the efforts at fulfillment of prophecies as presented through
and what
exactly is that
The
gets its name from the word LAMUDand means
By methonymy it
taken to mean the book which contains the Teaching,
which teaching is called Talmud, that is, the doctrinal
book which
fully expounds and explains all the
knowledge and teaching of the Jewish people.
As to the origin of the
the Rabbis regard
as its first author. They hold that, besides the
written law which Moses somehow received from “God”
on Mount Sinai on tablets of stone, which is called
he also received
or the oral law, which is called
They say that this is the reason why Moses remained so
long on the mountain, as God could have given him the
written law in one day.
Moses is said to have transmitted this oral law to
Joshua (and just how do you know now that “Josua” is
pronounced and as it relates to that one “Jesus”);
Joshua in turn to the seventy Elders; these Elders to the

of the fundamental

premise above is that

is

Unlike science which proceeds from an observed phenomenon,
carefully documented and repeatedly verified, Jewish prophesying declares
events beforehand and then, most importantly for our century,

this
a

CONTACT
on p. 25,
p. 20.

[QUOTING, PART 9:]

Naturally, disgrace is the result of
predicted what
The rabbis cannot tolerate the scientific questioning and disproof of the
Holocaust as it would put their prophesying into a ridiculous position.

by Lots 0. Us

Naturally,
disgrace is the result of having predicted what
THE HYPOTHESIS
The rabbis cannot tolerate the scientific questioning and disproof of the Holocaust as it would put
When referring to the Holocaust through orthodox their prophesying into a ridiculous position.
visualization you must understand what is being ofProof of the use of the Holocaust in prophecyfered. It is imperative that the doctrines of Judaism as fulfillment and the necessity for the
of 6
presented be seen as fulfillment in early DOCTRINE of is provided by Rabbi Benjamin Blech on the last page of
that religion-now
called Zionism or the
his book
(Jason Aronson,
It is a dogma or tenet of the doctrine Inc., Livingstone St., Northvale, NJ, 1991). [H: Please
as preached in the second half of the twtntieth century
from a very good foundational base and is presented in
Part VI, “Prophecies and Predicthe revised edition of
tions: For the Lord God will do nothing but He revealeth

Prophets,
the Prophets to the Great Synagogue. It
is held that it was later transmitted
to
certain Rabbis until it was no longer possible to retain
it orally.
may be said about this story of the Rabbis, it is sufticiently known to us that before the birth of
Christ, schools existed in Palestine in
literature was taught. The commentaries of the Doctors
of the law were noted down on charts and lists as an aid
to memory, and these, when collected together, formed
the beginnings of the Jewish
In the second century after Christ, Rabbi Jehuda
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who, because of the sanctity of his life, was called The
Sain, and The Prince, realizing that the learning of the
Jews was diminishing, that their oral law was being
lost, and that the Jewish people were being dispersed,
was the first to consider ways and means of restoring
and preserving their oral law. He collected all the lists
and charts and from them he made a book which was

and the
collected into one, constitute
called the

of Maimonides, all showing to ALL denominational churches and congrea vast work which is gations. It will be a phenomenon which will be mandated to be taught in the schools.
Thought control is about the most extremely danand
the gerous tool in your age,.because of the advent of televis&tilled
sion and b&n-pictures burned into your data-banks.
you
You learn 85% of your knowledge through sight, so
called
the
go
television and other modes of picturing as with presenUeuferosis, or secondary law.
tation called “unbiased news releases” become the carthe label
Since the
was such a voluminous and dis- rier of the plague upon your minds. The advent of the
He divided it into six parts, each of which was ordered work, there was need of a compendium which computer and networks also now carries this mentality
divided into many chapters.
would facilitate its study. To supply this need, there- to the outmost reaches of the globe. Thoughts are best
fore, Rabbi Isaac ben Jacob Alphassi, in 1032, pub- programmedby computers and get unbelievable results
The
is the foundation and the principal
the programmers.
lished a Shorter Talmud, which he called
part of the whole
This book was accepted
the Jews everywhere and was recognized as their au- Constitutions. He omitted all lengthy discussions an&
If you are to survive, then the people who are
thentic code of law. It was expounded in their Acad- preserved only those parts which had to do with the concernedmust beginusing the modern approach to see
emies in Palestine-at
Tiberias, Imnia and Lydda.
practical things of life. Since this work, however, had the true values and standards, or the evil will surely
overcome the righteous.
As the interpretations increased with the passing of no order to it, it was not considered of great worth.
time, the disputations and decisions of the doctors of
***
the law concerning the
were written down,
and these writings constituted another part of the
called the
There are a couple of things demanded by the Laws
I am not going to ask my scribe to retype all the
These two parts are so disposed throughout the of
that should curdle the blood of anyone document calledAIPACChiefBragsAboutPowerfrom
whole
that the
serves first as a kind calling himself “Christian” as is used as “Jesus Christ”
January 18, 1993, but I ask that it be reof text of the law, and is followed by the
as an for there are specific orders to kill all such persons: printed in the paper as presented for it tells the whole
analysis of its various opinions leading to definite “Lastly, all Christians, including the best of them, are of the story [see p. 81. I would prefer if we could
decisions.
And, “A Jew who kills a Christian simply designate a “break” in flow by some other
to be killed.”
All the precepts of the
however, were commits no sin, but offers an acceptable sacrifice to method than [QUOTING:] because it will simply no
not discussed in the Jewish schools. Those whose use god.” and then “After the destruction of the temple at longer, on this subject, fit our needs for segments. I
was nullified by
destruction of the Temple, and Jerusalem,
have to have a way to handle these segments without all
those whose observation was possible only in the Holy
And the confusion of Editors and Press personnel. We are
Land were not commented upon. Their explanation
then, of course, “Jews must never cease to exterminate
not interested in accepted grammatical or structural
was left until the coming of Elias and the Messiah. For the
they must never leave them in peace and perfection-we
have to get this information out and we
this reason
parts of the
are lacking in
have to do so NOW! I realize everyone wishes to do his
the
own job to the fullest possible perfection-but
I can’t
In interpreting the
of Rabbi Jehuda, the
[END QUOTING OF PART 91
with this problem of distraction. There is simply
schools of Palestine and Babylon followed each their
too
our attention to ask Dharma to do
own method, and by thus following their own way gave
Readers, I did not make
instructions
this separation when we are not in the “book” business.
rise to a twofold
Jerusalem and the to the Zionists-this
comes DIRECTLY from their own Thank you.
May we just bring this to a close to attend some of
Babylonian versions.
The author of the Jerusalem instruction books and
for the One World
version was Rabbi Jochanan, who was head of the Order.
those other things which cause LIFE to go on and which
synagogue in Jerusalem for eighty years. He wrote
abolish all other “plans”. Salu.
thirty-nine chapters of commentaries on the
TEMPLE
BUILDING
which he completed in the year 230 A.D.
The Babylonian
however, was not comWithout, hopefully, running you through the panic
piled by any one person, nor at any one time. Rabbi mode of frantic realization-the
temple is already
[QUOTING, PART IO:]
Aschi began it in 327 A.D. and laboredover it for sixty BUILT in the NEW JERUSALEM. New York, U.S.A.
Rabbi Maremar about the is the site, the UN is the temple! You can now breathe!
years. He was followed
year 427 A.D., and it was completed by Rabbi Abina These Zionists have now fully taken control of the U.S.
It would be far more accurate for this subject in
about the year 500 A.D. The Babylonian
has GOVERNMENT and all its systems of operationsthirty-six chapters of intemretations.
enforced by the troops of the UN. Yes indeed, this is point to ask “What is Kabbalistic Gematria?”
It is
This twofold
added to the
difficult td accept if you have been working blindly on simply playing the numbers game. It is fun to study
makes also a twofold Talmud: the Jerusalem version,
assumption of a FREE nation with allowance for numerology and affix meanings to numbers but the
which, on account of its brevity and obscurity, is not freedom of speech and thought-neither
of which you Kabbalistic Gematria goes far beyond and into CODE
much used; and the Babylonian version,. which has LONGER hold as truth or “right” due to the full taking MEANINGS through the use of numbers and alphabet
been held in the highest esteem by Jews of all times.
letters (which are also counted in numbers).
of your
The
is followed by additions called
In Hebrew each letter possesses a numerical value
You the people have been led on a merry romp
It was thus that Rabbi Chaia first styled his through the primroses where castles of air have been and “Gematria” is the term used for the calculation of
opinions on the
He and Rabbi Uschaia replacing truth and obvious reality.
the numerical equivalence of letters, words, or phrases,
were the first to explain this book publicly in the
the
schools. Commentaries on the
which were
THOUGHT
CONTROL
of different concepts.
“The assumption behind this technique is that numade by the doctors
the schools were called
or extraneous opinions.
Thought control is achieved in a very exact and
These Commentaries were further supplemented by scientific manner. Those who have mastered the scidecisions called
short theses ence use it well and vice versa.
and simple principles.
The liberals
are masters of thought
For nearly five hundred years
control and have control over the news media which
give the desired results: namely, movies, TV, radio,
magazines and newspapers. This aiong with the ability
to keep other publications and media presentations
from circulation or distribution and/or discrediting any
Chief among these were the such deviant materials from the orthodox and stated
of Rabbi Asche,
“facts as presented” in the lies and visualizations.
Besides these there appeared the
of Rabbi
These media, directing the given thought control,
Moische ben Maimon, called by the Jews Rambam for will make’ people follow their thought, even though
short, by the Christians Maimonides, and by Rabbi they do not basically believe it. Along these lines you
Schelomo, Irarchi or Raschi.
can count the days until April comes and when, through
Thus, the
the Rev. Billy Graham, the Blue Beam Project will again be
marginal notes of Rabbi Ascher, the
attempted, and through tapes there will be required
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merical equivalence is not coincidental,
Since the
world was created through God’s ‘speech*, each letter
represents a different creative force. Thus, the numerical equivalence of two words reveals an internal connection between the creative potentials of each one.
. ..there are 3 ways to calculate the equivalence of
individual letters: absolute, ordinal, reduced. And in
addition there is Integral Reduced value. . ..” The
preceding quote is from an “expert authority” on this
subject, Rabbi Yitzchak Ginsburg, head of Yeshiva Od
Yosei Chai in Israel (Born, of course, in the U.S.A.,
Missouri). You will find the reference in
of
page 7. We will refer to this book as
If you are really interested in this numerology then
get the book
by Rabbi Yitzchak Ginsburg.
HOAX?
It is accepted far and wide that when the orthodox
“Holocaust” is shown to be a
the strongest
of all weapons in Israel’s propaganda armory is dollapsed. Do you, consequently, see why it is so important to be guarded and disallowed denial? Further,
when the Jews try to up the number, it can’t be acceptable for it MUST BE EXACTLY A MYTH OF 6 MILLION. This is Kabbalistic magic, a creation of rabbis
believing in Gematria and Numerology, both of which
are branches of kabbalah or Jewish
According to John Paulos,
“Numerology (astrology is a good example), especially in its
soothsaying and divinatory aspects is, in many ways,
typical of pseudoscience.
Based on number(s), it has
limitless complexity to engage the ingenuity and creativity of its adherent, without burdening them of the
need for validation or testing . . ..its purity and ‘tabula
rasa’ quality allow one maximum scope for seeing’what
one wants to see, for’ connecting what one wants to
connect, for providing at the very least a limitless
Remember that the “number of ‘man’ is 6” and
therefore that which is related must be the number “6”
because it fulfills prophecy. There are cogent reasons
for the use of the number 6 but the literature is enormous and therefore let us only look at the “magic”
mysticism pervading the Jewish mindset. All the while
when reading you must never lose the point that the
word “Jew” was not brought forth until 1767
It is represented by many authors that Adam, according to the Kabbablists, “was as big as the world”
and that is quite unordinarily large, readers.
Also
contained in him were all the souls of all the human
beings
600,000. The
Kabbalistic number therefore would only be
tenfolded (important) to be the 6,000,OOO.
Says Rabbi Adin Steinsalz, head of the Israel Institute for Talmudic publications in Jerusalem (no shabby
position):

Page 7
important to them for the fulfillment of all their proph- or, or... However, in most instances of individuals
ecies for it is absolutely necessary that they see to those there is simple GREED and ego push for power, imporfulfillments to maintain CONTROL through their magic tance and WEALTH-no
matter by what route they
and commercial ventures.
have to take to gain same. With some, the “screwing”
I think it time, friends, to run the
AGAIN. of another is enough-but
to the truly “weak” of the
The list of activities and accomplishments necessary races-power
and wealth hold the key to personality
for gaining and maintaining control of all the people all quirks. These gatherers and liars, cheats and thieves
the time is laid bare and forthrightly presented in those have no moral integrity and will go to all lengths, even
instructions-which
match their own
unto their own demise, in their lies and methodology of
conquest. Simply getting the money is never adequateIn fact, there is so much other work needing our they must also lie their way to the destruction of their
attention that I believe we could give Dharma a break assumed enemy. These ones never quit in their quest
from the paper writing and rerun several connected for revenge, no matter who might be the assumed
articles [See p.
“enemy”. It is never the one at fault-but
never can
Communist Manifesto andProtocols OfThe Learned such men accept their own errors as their downfall.
Elders Of Zion
originally
want to mark it up to being aligned with this or that
CONTACT].
category or group of individuals who function as in the
Nora Boyles has given in-depth research work on same mode of operation, but no, these are simply selfmany subjects which have direct connections to HIS- centered weaklings who will lie, cheat and steal for
TORICAL truth as regards the prophecies and plans of their place in the Sun of attention and recognition.
the New World Order under Power Brokers and Puppet Hurt their ego and you destroy them.
Masters
It is not unlike the people who put on extra pounds
book
The Garden Of Aton
SIMPLY because they are too lazy to exercise and just
book
enjoy the luxury of stuffing themselves on good-tasting
foods. They are NOT “sick”; they just enjoy the plea“The Four Horsemen Of The sures of eating and resting. It is a quite normal state of
Apocalypse”, see p. 14.1. The large problem each affairs with no big and hidden meanings of the psychic
would-be-King would have, however, is that the OTHER data pads. For instance, you would-be ‘perfect” body
dragon heads also wish the throne of POWER and to beings: Skin and bones is NOT EVEN HEALTHY. You
own all the property. The point is control and statushave lost your sense of God-given BALANCE IN YOUR
power over all the rest. In other words: you be slave, EFFORTS TO FIT THE
they be slave-master. Ifyou would allow me some crude IDEAS OF “MAN”-NOT
GOD.
..
input as presented long before me about the dragon
Fat people think their lives will become “perfect” if
“heads” and HORNS, it is that the horn represents the only they are thin. Poor people think their world will
very homosexual trend that now sweeps your world in become perfect if only they can be rich. People with a
acceptance. It represents the ability to “screw” (with saggy chin or bumpy nose think that a cute nose or chinthe horn) in the basest of “ass-et@‘:. theanatomy.of.the
lift will makethem successful and happy. No, readers.
neighboring enemy: I am sure, likewise, that there are The one overall truth of the matter is that nothing, save
numbers accounted to the act-for once is never enough, inner joy, will make ‘you happy. Inner joy knows no
it seems.
size, nose, chin or monev!
One of the PROMISES OF GOD is that “IF YOU
GREED
OF MANKIND
KNOW ME, ALL ELSE WILL BE ADDED UNTO
THEE!” Therefore your task and purpose is to FIND,
What undoubtedly thwarts your understanding of KNOW, AND RECEIVE GODOF LIGHT AND
such facts is that you assume that the “enemy” of self SOURCE!
fits into the religious category or banker’s category, or,
[END QUOTING OF PART lo]

“The holiness of the
is in the very letters of
the text. Naturally, this makes for a difference in the
relation to the study of these books as tradition has
shown. Every letter and sign in the
is pored over
as a Divine mystery waiting to be revealed; the combinations of the letters in words and sentences are, of
course, the manner in which their meaning is communicated to us; but it may well be a secondary meaning.
One may make all sorts of combinations, on a variety of
levels and obtain 600.000 possible revelations. As the
Ramban said, all of the
spells out the names of
God; it is a list of his names, very little of which has any
meaning
us. It is like a secret code with an infinite
number of possible interpretations, a tale within a tale.
Each one is equally valid and holy.”
I don’t want to go into the myriads of uses for the
“6” by the “Jewish Zionists” because it would fill a
thousand journals but I do want you to KNOW that it is
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LIBERTY IS A RIGHT equally endowed to everyone by the Creator of all
nature to fkely do anything he/she chooses, that is within his/her ability, that is
not a transgression on a Natural Right or other property of another individual.
In other words, Liberty is, complete freedom of thought, choice and action with
responsibility. The opposite of Liberty [though seldom recognized as such] is
always some form of servitude or slavery resulting from coercive acts of others.
The Right to Liberty includes ‘but is not limited to: the absolute right without
taxation, regulation, permit, license or hindrance from others, to all of the fruits
of one’sown labor; to have means of one’s own choice for defence of self, loved
*ones,property and country; to freely travel, express, associate, trade, contract,
give and receive; to one’s own beliefs; to search for truth and to teach. Liberty is
a God-given Unalienable-Right of everyone to freely choose, to act, to privacy,
and to be let-alone to govern his/her own life without interference from others.
When children are not taught the true meaning and value of Liberty (as is nowthe case in the United States of America) career-politicians thrive and plunder as
if they owned the people and their property. They shackle the people with the
invisible slave-chains of licenses, regulations and imposed-debt! To finance these
invisible slave-chains, politicians burden the people with huge loads of impoverishing taxes on their labor, other property, and trading. By submitting to the
legalized-theft of the fruits of their labor (which enriches parasitic politicians) the
people unwittingly abandon their God-given Right to Liberty! To keep the people
entrapped, career-politicians ‘invent a maze’ of [so-called] victim-less crime laws.
These Liberty destroying laws control the enslaved-victims with the instilled fear
of heavy fines, and imprisonment...for acts that harm no other individual.

a
.

a
a
a

When the true meaning of Liberty is forgotten, Real-Prosperity, True-Justice, and
Genuine-Freedom...VANISH!! The people are reduced to impoverished dependents (for their votes), and docile tax-slaves of political-parasites. This sad situation is: Socialism - deceptively called democracy! Socialist-Slaverv (disguised as
democracy) IS NOW, exploiting our labor, oppressing our lives...and replacing
our Constitutional.Republic! Which was to guarantee: YOUR LIBERTY!!
-

in spite of Khrushchev’s promise in 1955 t-t&the.
German question by free elections under supervision of
the U.N.
9. Prolong the conferences to ban atomic tests
because the United States has agreed to suspend tests as
long as negotiations are in progress.
10. Allow all Soviet satellites individual representation in the U.N.
11. Promote the U.N. as the only hope for mankind,
If its charter is rewritten, demand thatit be set up as a
one-world government with its own independent armed
forces. (Some Communist leaders believe the world
can be taken over as easily by the U.N. as by Moscow.
Sometimes these two centers compete with each other
as they are now doing in the Congo.)

COMMUNIST
GOALS
3/l/94 CONTACT.
“Oh”, you say, “now we are going to get the antiSemite poking and the Communist intent to take the
nations of the world.” Well, GOOD FRIENDS, the
POLITICALLY
CORRECT?
Semites are NOT the Khazarian so-called Jews and the
so-called “Jews” in reference ARE the ones who estabI am here accused of being “politically” incorrect lished and continue the Communist regime so you take
in the way I present my speeches to persons with whom your druthers while I offer a thought-provoking
I disagree on matters of Truth and spirituality. What hope) look at something from your Congressional
in the world do you mean? I am amused that simple Record, Thursday, January 10, 1963. I don’t believe I
language terminology according to dictionary or Bib- need make comment at all for even if you are “POLITIlical definement are not sufficient to keep the lawsuits CALLY CORRECT” you may yet be able to see the
from the door. Does calling a shovel a “spade” or a intent of the handwriting on the walls of your $obe.
“scoop implement” or a “digging device” make it more
‘x.
a “shovel”-or
less? This is what has happened to all
[QUOTING:]
your foundational communications resources. A”thing”
in description at one time is not THE description at
CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD.
another time.
For instance, when I said that the
45 COMMUNIST
GOALS
“swine” who would keep information of Russell from
the public, etc., was stated-it
was immediately asCURRENT COMMUNIST GOALS
sumed and accepted as totally degrading in that I was
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
calling those people, there, pigs. I was referring to the
OF
symbolic message of “casting pearls before swine and
HON. A.S. HERLONG, JR. of Florida
being trampled beneath the feet of....” Further, withIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
out specifics as to identification of “who”, it was
immediately established by the receivers as to “who” it
10, 1963
“must” be. Was it accepted by the “correct individuals”? Possibly, but then, if shoes fit I always suggest
Mr. HERLONG:
Mr. Speaker, Mrs. Patricia
they be worn if suitable.
Nordman of De Land, Fla., is an ardent and articulate
If I were to call someone, say Georgeo Greenspanus, opponent of Communism and until recently published
an” -.-ignorant, stupid substitute for a human who is a the
which she dedicated to the purbore and an airhead who is a failure, spacey and pose of alerting the public to the dangers of Commudishonest”-would
he likely be furious with me? What nism in America.
if I refer to him as a “Knowledge-base nonpossessor,
At
Nordman’s request, I include in the
cerebrally challenged, heifem who is a cerebro-atmoRECORD, under unanimous consent, the following
spheric individual who is incompletely successful, “Current Communist Goals”, which she identifies as an
somewhat differently focused and ethically disori- excerpt from
by Cleon Skousen:
ented’l” What if I refer to a “Black” or “Hispanic” as
.”
“melanin saturated” or a “White” as “melanin de&
CUHHENT
11963‘2
cient”? What if I refer to a bald man as “fallicularly
COMMUNIST
GOALS
challenged”?
Or, a short man as “vertically challenged”? Or, a fat person as “horizontally challenged”?
1. U.S. acceptance of co-existence as the only
alternative to atomic war.
The facts ARE: it
become amusing, politically
correct and no-body would know what in the heck I
2. U.S. willingness to capitulate in preference to
Isn’t it true anymore that “Racist” actually engaging in atomic war.
said.
means a politically correct way of saying “I disagree
3. Develop the illusion that’ total disarmament by
with you”? My “thanks” for the explicit definitions
the United, States -would be a demonstration of moral
used above to Henry Beard and Ch&topher Cerf who strength.
have presented
4. ,Permit free trade between ail ‘nations regardless
(Villard Books, S 10). A small smattering of of Communist affiliation and regardless of whether or
the contentshave been forwarded to me from
Tips not.items could,be used for war.
whom I also thank for sharing.
5. Extension of long-term loans to Russian and
What point could I be making here in the middle of Soviet satellites.
“thought” discussions as associated with reality and
6. Provide American aid to all nations regardless of
illusion and the manifestation of either? Simple-you
Communist domination.
7. Grant recognition of Red China. Admission of
all
Red China to the U.N.
8. Set up East and West Germany as separate states
#2

12. Resist any attempt to outlaw the Communist
Party.
13. Do away with all loyalty oaths.
14. Continue giving Russia access to the U.S. Patent
Office.
15. Capture one or both of the political parties in
the United States.
16. Use technical decisions of the courts to weaken
basic American institutions by claiming their activities
violate civil rights.
17. Get control of the schools. Use them as transmission belts for socialism
current Communist
propaganda.
Soften the curriculum.
Get control of
teachers’ associations. Put the party line in textbooks.
18. Gain control of all student newspapers.
19. Use student riots to foment public protests
against programs or organizations which are under
Communist attack.
20. Infiltratethe press. Get control of book-review
assignments, edttorial writing, policymaking positions.
2 1. Gain control of key positions in radio, TV, and
motion pictures.
22. Continue discrediting American culture by degrading all forms of artistic expression. An American
Communist cell was told to “eliminate all good sculpture from parks and buildings, substitute shapeless,
awkward and meaningless forms.”
23, Control art critics and directors of art museurns. “Our plan is to promote ugliness, repulsive,
meaningless art.”
24. Eliminate all laws governing obscenity by calling them “censorship” and a violation of free speech
and free press.
25. Break down cultural standards of morality by
promoting pornography and obscenity in books, magazines, motion pictures, radio, and TV.
26. Present homosexuality, degeneracy and promiscuity as “normal, natural, healthy”.
27. Infiltrate the churches and replace revealed
religion with “social” religion. Discredit the
and
emphasize the need for intellectual maturity which
does not need a “religious crutch”.
28. Eliminate prayer or any phase of religious
expression in the schools on the ground that it violates
the principle of “separation of church and state”.
29. Discredit the American
by calling
it inadequate, old-fashioned, out of step with modern
needs, a hindrance to cooperation between nations on a
worldwide basis.
30. Discredit the American Founding Fathers.
Present them as selfish aristocrats who had no concern
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for
31. Belittle all forms of American culture and
discourage the teaching of American history on the
ground that it was only a minor part of the “big picture”. Give more emphasis to Russian history since the
Communists took over.
32. Support any socialist movement to give centralized control over any part of the culture-education,
social agencies, welfare programs, mental health clinics, etc.
33. Eliminate all laws or procedures which interfere with the operation of the Communist apparatus.
34. Eliminate the House Committee on Un-American Activities.
35. Discredit and eventually dismantle the FBI.
36. Infiltrate and gain control of more unions.
37. Infiltrate and gain control of big business.
38. Transfer some of the powers of arrest from the
police to social agencies. Treat all behavioral problems
as psychiatric disorders which no one but psychiatrists
can understand or treat.
39. Dominate the psychiatric profession and use
mental health laws as a means of gaining coercive
control over those who oppose Communist goals.
40. Discredit the family as an institution. Encourage promiscuity and easy divorce.
4 1. Emphasize the need to raise children away from
the negative influence of parents. Attribute prejudices,
mental blocks and retarding of children to suppressive
influence of parents.
42. Create the impression that violence and insurrection are legitimate aspects of the American tradition; that students and special-interest groups should
rise up and use united force to solve economic, political
or social problems.
43. Overthrow all colonial governments before
native populations are ready for self-government.
44. Internationalize the Panama Canal.
45. Repeal the Connally reservation so the United
States cannot prevent the World Court from seizing
jurisdiction over nations and individuals alike.
[END OF QUOTING]
now let’s look at those old
“short” form:

in the

[QUOTING:]
LETTERS
OF

AND
ZION

PROTOCOLS
ELDERS

From the
published in
1889, is again presented for you who may not have prior
writings or a copy of this document:
Dear beloved brethren in Moses, we have received
your letter in which you tell us of the anxieties and
misfortunes which you are enduring. We are pierced by
as great pain to hear it as yourselves.
The advice of the Grand Satraps and Rabbis is the
following:
1. As for what you say that the King of France
obliges you
become Christians:
it, since you
cannot do otherwise, but let the law of Moses be kept in
your hearts.
As for what you say
the command to
despoil you of your goods [the law was that on becoming converted, Jews gave up their possessions]: make
your sons merchants,
little by little they may
despoil the Christians of theirs.
3. As for what you say about their making attempts
on your lives: make your sons doctors and apothecaries,
that they may take away Christians’ lives.
4. As for what you say of their destroying your
synagogues: make your sons canons and clerics in order
that they may destroy their churches.
5. As for the many other vexations you complain
of: arrange that your sons become advocates and lawyers, and see that they always mix themselves up with

the affairs of State, in order that by putting Christians
under your yoke you may dominate the world and be
avenged on them.
6. Do not swerve
that we give you,
because you will find by experience that, humiliated as
YOUare. YOUwill reach the actuality of power.
Signed V.S.S.V.F.F.,
Prince of the Jews, 2 1st
Caslue (November), 1489.
In the year 1844, on
the eve ofthe Jewish Revolution of 1848, Benjamin
Disraeli, whose real name
was ‘?srael”, and who was
a “damped”, or baptised
Jew, published his novel,
in which occurs this ominous passage:
governed by very different personages from what is imagined by those who are not
behind
scenes.”
And he went on to show that these personages were
all Jews.
Now that Providence has brought to the light of day
these secret Protocols all men may clearly see the
hidden personages specified by Disraeli at work “behind the scenes” of all the Governments.. . .
FUNERAL
ORATION:
RABBI
REICHHORN
RE: GRAND
RABBI
SIMEON-ben-IHUDA
Prague, 1869
1.
have been accustomed to meet in Sanhedrin in order to
examine our progress towards the domination of the
world which Jehovah has promised us, and our conquests over the enemy-Christianity.
2. This year, united over the tomb of our reverend
Simeon-ben-Ihuda, we can state with pride that the past
century has brought us very near to our goal, and that
this goal will be very soon attained.
3. Gold always has been and always will be the
irresistible power. Handled by expert hands it will
always be the most useful lever for those who possess it,
and the object of envy for those who do not. With gold
we can buy the most rebellious consciences, can fix the
rate of all values, the current price of all products, can
subsidise all State loans, and thereafter hold the states
at our mercy.
4. Already the principal banks, the exchanges of
the entire world, the credits of all the governments, are
in our hands.
5. The other great power is THE PRESS. By
repeating without cessation certain ideas, the Press
succeeds in the end in having them accepted as actualities. The Theatre renders us analogous services. Everywhere the Press and the Theatre obey our orders,
(There were no “radio” or “TV” at the time.)
6. By the ceaseless praise of DEMOCRATIC RULE
we shall divide the Christians into political parties; we
shall destroy the unity of their nations; we shall
discord everywhere. Reduced to impotence, they will
bow before the LAW OF OUR BANK,
united,
and
devoted to our
7. We shall force the Christians into wars by
exploiting their pride and their stupidity. They will
massacre each other, and clear the ground for us to put
our own people into.
8. The possession of the land has always brought
influence and power. In the name of Social Justice and
Equality we shall parcel out the great estates; we shall
give the fragments to the peasants who covet them with
all their powers, and who will soon be in debt to us b$
the expense of cultivating them. Our capital will make
us their masters. We in our tumshall become the great
proprietors, and the possession ofthe land will assure the
power to us.

9. Let us try to replace the circulation of gold with
paper money; our chest will absorb the gold, and we
shall regulate the value of the paper which will make us
masters of all the positic ‘s.
IO. We count among us plenty of orators capable of
feigning enthusiasm and of persuading mobs. We shall
spread them among
the people to announce

shall gain the proletariat
which
will
charge itself with annihilating
capitalism. We shall
promise workmen salaries of which they have never
dared to dream, but we shall also raise the price of
necessities so that
11. In this manner we shall prepare Revolutions
which
and of
which we shall reap the fruit.
12. By our mockeries and our attacks upon them we
shall make their priests ridiculous-then
odious, and
their religion as ridiculous and as odious as their
clergy. Then we shall be masters of their
For
our pious attachment to our own religion, to our own
worship, will prove the superiority of our religion and
the superiority of our souls.
13. We have already established our own men in all
important positions. We must endeavor to provide the
with lawyers and doctors; the lawyers are au
with our interests; doctors, once in the house,
become confessors and directors of consciences.
14. But above all let us monopolize Education. By
this means
wseful to us, and
shape the children’s brains as suits us.
15. If one of our people should unhappily fall into
the hands of justice amongst the Christians, we must
rush to help him; find as many witnesses as he needs to
save him from his judges, until we become judges
ourselves.
16. The monarchs of the Christian world, swollen
with ambition and vanity, surround themselves with
luxury and with numerous armies.
and SO
shall keep them in leash.
17. Let us take care not to hinder the marriage of
our men with Christian girls, for through them we shall
get our foot into the most closely locked circles. If our
daughters marry GOYIMtbey will be no less useful, for
Let us foster
the idea of free love, that we may destroy among
Christian women attachment to the principles and practices of their religion.
18. For ages past the sons of Israel, despised and
persecuted, have been working to open up a path to
power. They are hitting the
their influence preponderates over politics and over manners.
19. At the wished for hour, fixed in advance, we
which by ruining
classes of Christianity will
US. Thus will be accomplished the promise of
God made to His People.
[END OF QUOTING]
I
you are quite capable of evaluating “where
you are” from measurement against the foregoing.
You’ve come a long way, Baby!
Now how does this come into your daily lives in
such a way as to be able to discern and judge circumstances? For one thing you can get the information we
have offered and STUDY it. Or, you can continue to
wade through bits and pieces as presented hither and
yon and hopefully get enough to have a ‘picture” of that
which is coming and has already come upon you.
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The present series of writings will be an elaboration and extension of the last series of articles, “Mystery, Babylon the.Great”, will present examples related
to the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse. Hop :fully,
these examples will provide some identification of
these “horsemen”, which I believe are planned, prophesied, and symbolic stages along the way to the end of
this cycle of time. Remember, in these prophecies it is
Babylon the Great and the Great Beast she sits
that claim the major roles of the apocalypse.
This
“great beast” has been with us for some time, but has
remained more or less hidden. We have been fooled
into thinking that our present world is composed of
about 175 sovereignnations onEarth. TheTruthisthat
all, or most, of them have been manipulated and controlled by a financially and politically powerful group
of greedy men at the core of governments (who control
the “beast”), especially in the these latter days. What
has brought us to the threshold of their planned world
holocaust?
The answer lies in part with the meaning and the
revelation of the “Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse”,
and all the ramifications of these symbolic presentaThink of each “horseman” as an empiretions.
however, not necessarily or solely a duly represented
but a PO-R
with all its allies,
of
propaganda, military establishment and aggression,
“religious”, financial and political ends.
I shall start with the “first horseman”. Ref.: Book
Chapter 6:2, (quote):

That the “Christian” Church would declare Jerusalem the “holy-land” is itself in total conflict with the
fact that it was in Jerusalem that the one they call “the
Christ” was hung on the cross, and that the
calls Jerusalem “Sodom and Egypt” (Rev.
11: 8). Even today the same kind of “religious” propaganda carries great weight with many possibly well
meaning but ignorant people, who are ready to do
whatever it takes (war, theft, assassinations, etc.) to
In the cast of the Crusades, and elsewhere, the Pope’s set-up this “holy-land” again, now under the “Jews”!
edicts totally dcsregarded God’s Laws.
(The man on the white horse again-or in other words,
It should be remembered here that most of the an aggressive idea pushed and promoted by a powerful
Popes, especially of the early Roman Catholic Church, group under a false claim of “goodness’. In fact, the
were members of the “Elite”-second
sons who were idea of the Jews’ return to Jerusalem also carries the
not in line to inherit name or property,
who were intent that a “King of the Jews” will be “given a crown”
nevertheless closely aligned to
powerful financial at some point in the plan and prophecy. Read again
interests of the world. Pope Urban II (Pope 1088This is an aside: The word “holy” was given to all
1099), the formidable promoter of the Crusades under
the so-called “religious” propaganda of‘kecovering the the Roman Emperors, including Constantine who made
holy-land from the infidels”, was a member of an the “Christian” religion a state religion.
The word
“holy” was used also to describe the Empire of Rome,
aristocratic French family.
As a result of the Crusades and the temporary the City of Rome, the Roman Catholic Church and later
capture of Jerusalem, certain “Elite” claimed the title the
authorized by the Church, which was comof “King of Jerusalem”. The present Juan Carlos of piled about 300 years after Esu/Jmmanuel left JerusaSpain so claims it today, as do others of the lem. In fact, the title: Holy
was not coined until
the ninth century. Prior to that time the various com“Merovingian” blood-line.
One must consider why anyone, especially after pilations were called Codexes and titled mostly after
800 years, would have the apparent arrogance to even people associated with them or according to their locasuggest that
a “title”
any real or practical tions (i.e. the
meaning today unless these “Elite” are still working on
etc.). Given the above makes it
easier to understand the Church’s frequent, liberal,
a plan to claim this title in fact. Such appears to
assumed and sometimes inappropriate or false use of
case with both King Juan Carlos and the Merovingians
(Ref.: Holy
the word “holy”, now largely accepted to mean “Godly”
Consider well this example of the “good guy” on or “sacred”, etc. The use of the word “holy” has always
the white horse, Pope Urban II, and how he was able been intended by the manipulator-controllers
to cloak
through emotionally stirring, “religious” propaganda their activities in some kind of supernatural lightto mobilize armies of European men, who paid for their great propaganda, to which most of the unknowing
own supplies and weapons, to undertake a long, bloody, succumbed, keeping these controllers in power! Of
“holy” crusade to capture Jerusalem, ultimately for the similar propaganda value is the phrase “divine right of
“Elite”. Mosr of the men never returned, their families kings”, etc. Kings are, in my opinion, men who want
were left destitute and became victims of the liars and you to think they are somehow better than you so they
thieves who stayed home-many
of them “Elite” and can rule over you. They have no intention of ruling you
by God’s Divine Laws, much less of following those
Churchmen!
It is awesome what a well-orchestrated,
propaganda campaign of lies can accomplish among Laws themselves. Their “divine rights” are intended to
ignorant and trusting people.
allow them to not comply with the Laws.

And I saw, and behold a white horse: and he that
sat on him had a bow; and a crown was given unto him:
and he went forth conquering and to conquer. (End
quote)
The “bow” has been used for millennia as a weapon
to conquer other people and also to secure game for
food. In fact, conquering other people has been a
promoted and accepted way of life for longer than I
know. I will limit my several examples to the last 2,000
years-the
years that began with Esu/Jmmanuel’s (pronounced Immanuel) teachings, and will end with his
return.
Unfortunately, most of Jmmanuel’s teachings were
treasured by only a few, and understood by fewer still.
Jmmanuel (now known as Sananda) states in the book,
that only a remnant of his teachings remain in the New
Further, we also know via the actions of the
Roman Catholic Church during the Crusades that even
most of the teachings that remained were not followed
by his supposed representative (“Vicar”) on Earth, the
Pope.
The Crusades were promoted by the so-called
“Christian Church” and the “Elite” of Europe, giving
no respect or adherence to God’s Laws which Jmmanuel
taught (i.e., do no murder, no theft, no covetousness,
etc.). These Laws were totally suppressed by the Church
during the Crusades and their aftermath when the
Roman Catholic Church was attempting to establish its
own “empire” during the 1 lth, 12th and 13th centuries.
In other words, like all other manipulator-controllers,
they demand others do what they say, not what they do.
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Many sincere persons, having had an experience of
God’s Goodness, and having been taught that the
is “holy”, or the “Word of God”, accept it as“the Whole
Truth and nothing but the Truth”! Some of it TRUE!
For
Nevertheless,
what is needed is discernment.
example: would God, Whose Law is, “Thou Shall not
kill”, send His Son to be killed for your sins? No. God
has set forth His Laws by which we are to live, and Esul
Jmmanuel was sent to teach men these Laws. We are
responsible for what we do. At the time of Esu the
peep;.: of Jerusalem largely believed in the efficacy of
animal sacrifice for their sins and other “benefits”, as
did many groups other than the Hebrews. The Apostle
Paul, who had been a strict observer of Judaism prior to
his conversion to “Christianity” proclaimed what he
believed Esu/Jmmanuel’s
death on the cross signified-a sacrifice for the sins of the whole world, once
for all! Unfortunately, neither Esu’s disciples nor Paul
understood the matter, and Paul’s interpretations were
taken up later by the Roman Catholic Church and
became their entrenched doctrine of “salvation”!
It
seemed better to many people that the one sacrifice
should finally end all the bloody sacrifices of the
previous centuries, and the Catholic Church built their
following thereon. Nevertheless, it was simply a new
version of the old blood sacrifice-a
false teaching, as
the animal scarifices were false teachings. Christians
must take a good look at it, compare it with God’s Laws,
compare the practices and laws of other potentates also
with God’s Laws and learn the TRUTH of what passes
now for “good government”, “Christian Churches”, as
well as Judaism, Talmudism, Mohammedism and all
the other -isms. Many may claim that they follow
God’s Laws, and many one-worlder propagandists want
you to believe that all the various “religions” agree on
basic issues-but
do they? The time has certainly
come, if it has not passed, when men must consider
these things.
The “Holy” Roman Catholic Church, during and
after the demise of the “Holy” Roman Empire, tried to
gain world dominion for itself based on its assumed
claim of being the only true Church and Christ’s Vicar
on Earth. This claim was supported and enforced by
various “soldiers of the cross”, including rulers, Crusaders, Knights Templar, Teutonic Knights, Inquisitors, Bishops and Cardinals of the scattered diocese.
The Church’s power was consolidated within the ruling
houses via its claim to the right to crown the heads of
the “Holy” Roman Empire, as well as to declare titles
on those who contributed to their land grabs, political
power, or their purse. It was further consolidated in the
sixteenth century through use of the Jesuits as private
confessors to the ruling class, and also via the Pope’s
declaration of infallibility!
So the Popes created the rulers from those who
supported the Church. It was the rulers who granted
charters or contracts to the merchants, decided who
coined the money, who could lend money at usury, and
who could buy or sell goods in their territory.
(Of
course, rulers who made the “wrong” decisions did not
last long.) Naturally there were many ups and downs in
such a system, and it did not maintain itself intact.
Nevertheless, much of its assumed prerogatives and
monopolies continue in other, more subtle forms today.
The results have been the present suppression and
undue privation of all but the “Elite”.
We need to back up a little and realize just who
these rulers and merchants were.
of them were
Goths, and related to those who had come from Gothland
about the turn of the first millennium (aka Khazars).
Many had gained their rule and their wealth through
bloody wars, piracy, slave trading, usury and monopolies. In fact, there were many wealthy merchants prior
to the Middle Ages. Foremost were the Phoenicians,
who established two of the first city states of biblical
times-Tyre
and Sidon (located in the area of presentday Lebanon). These were autonomous merchant towns,
ruled by independent merchants who took no responsibility for the people or territory around them, and who
__._.._.~..

paid no taxes. They were phenomenally wealthy and and fight for these questionable ends, helped greatly by
set the patterns for later trade guilds, burgher towns, England’s propaganda of “free trade”.
The BEIC started out with small trading fleets
Hansa Leagues of North Germany and BaItic areas, as
well as German Free Towns which prospered during the sailing around the African Cape of Good Hope, stopMiddle Ages under the protection of the rulers. These ping at Aden in Yemen, and continuing on to India and
wealthy merchants paid no taxes. They were given the East Indies. They set up forts at various ports for
charters by the rulers allowing them to trade with the protection of their goods and men-keeping
a cadre
foreign people, buy and sell goods for foreign and of armed men for that purpose. Eventually the trade
domestic trade, and even set up colonies in foreign extended to Shanghai, Hong Kong, Persia, etc., and the
lands. Members of the Hanoverian Kingdom of North- BEIC had eliminated or put aside the Moghul Emperors
ern Germany, as well as people like the Fuggers/ of India and most of the lesser princes. Their army
Rothschilds, Mendes family, and House of Orange grew, becoming larger than any in Europe, supported
(Princes or Kings of the Netherlands and England) in part by Great Britain and
part by taxation of the
were major players in the market and its resulting, huge Indians, yet they were a “private company”, with homefinancial opportunities.
The present English monar- base in the City of London. For those of you who are
thy is descended from the House of Hanover and related unaware of it, the City of London is a small autonomous
to the Rothschilds through the Montgomery family area governed by the hierarchy within it (similar to the
old Hansa Towns, Tyre, Sidon and German Free Towns)
(Ref.: Audio tape by Myron Fagan: “Illuminati”.).
The powerful Krup family of Germany was established and not under the control of the government of larger
by a wealthy merchant (a burgher). The present Queen London or of Great Britain.
There were numerous revolts in India. A general
of the Netherlands is descended from the House of
Orange, and related also to the Rothschilds (via the uprising occurred in the Punjab about 1857, caused by
Fuggers) and to the English Monarchy, to name a few the BEIC’s attempt to force changes in some religious
North America was originally practices. There was great loss of life amidst heavy and
of the relationships.
The British people objected and
opened up by just such monopolistic merchants operat- vicious lighting.
ing as companies under the authority and protection of Parliament decided to end the BEIC.
BEIC’s trade was purported to be largely in “tea”.
the “Crown” (i.e., the Hudson Bay Co., etc.) with
ownership in the company held by the titled and wealthy However, the several accounts of the governors in India
people of Europe. Descendants of these same people (assigned by the company in London) indicate that the
are what is known today in the U.S. of A. as the BEIC sent huge amounts of money to China for tea,
which apparently never realized the expected profits.
“Eastern Establishment”, or pro-monarchy/monopolistic merchants of long established blood lines and finan- In fact, the BEIC was said to be a losing business
proposition for most of its life and just before Parliacial dynasties.
The foregoing is a thumbnail sketch of the prece- ment put an end to it. However, you need to know that,
dents to the British East India Company, which was the according to Dr. John Coleman, the major commodity
not tea. Addipattern for the Committee of 300, which includes mem- carried in those tea clippers
bers from the wealthy dynasties of the former mer- tional significance of utmost importance to this fact
chants and their collaborating kings. At the time of the will be apparent further on in this writing. Neverthedemise of the Hansa Leagues (middle of the 16th cen- less, stockholders of the “financially losing” company
tury) the Fuggers (aka Rothschilds) became closely were paid twice the value of their
when Parliaaligned with Britain. It was at this time that the British ment terminated the BEIC, and put India rule under the
East India Company (BEIC) began some trade in India. “Crown” -Queen
Victoria, a heavy investor in the
BEIC was in competition with the Dutch East India BEIC (the fox guarding the hen house). From that
Company and with Portuguese traders. The names of point India was governed by the Queen through her
the BEIC stockholders reads like a list out of
‘s various “knights”, Peers of the realm. Further, a
according to Dr. John Coleman, council was set over Indian affairs of which more than
who had access. to some old BEIC archives at one time. half of the members were former directors of the BEIC!
The books available to me describing the BEIC do not I could locate no information on their names or how
list the names of its stockholders. You will find many trade and business activities were handled by them.
English “Peers”, and “Peers” of other countries among However, it appears that the established business more
Dr. Coleman’s list ofthe Committee of 300. Also, some or less continued under former BEIC affiliates, but the
histories of various Peers reveal their involvement in cost of government was now assumed by the “Crown”,
trade and in India, China, Persia, etc. Of course, the people of India and Great Britain. In fact, it appears
France, Germany, Spain and the Netherlands also de- that the monarchy deliberately and historically proveloped a wealthy merchant class, most of them with vided a mask of legitimacy to the operation from the
titles, and most of them closely aligned with each other start, reaping rewardsunknown tomost ofthe Britishers.
I say this with good reason.
as various members intermarried, were co-religionists,
set up trading business in various lands and conducted
You may have heard that England went to war with
business with relatives and partners.
The Mendes, ’ China in 1840, seventeen years before the “end” of the
Texiera, De Costa and Jorge families are good ex- BEIC. The reason given out by the English government
amples. Unfortunately, there is not space or time to was the absolute necessity to maintain “free trade”.
include all of the history. What is given is meant to However, the “trade” under dispute was
China
provide a kind of map with some examples so that it had been trying to limit the use of opium among her
will be easier to understand how our present society people for sometime due to its destructive effects. They
arrived at its present condition on the eve of Armaged- had forced surrender of all the stocks of opium held by
don.
foreign merchants and destroyed it. England declared
History buffs may recall that most of the early war and bombarded China’s southern coast. As a result
colonizations by various countries and rulers were of China’s defeat (she was an agrarian nation), Enpromoted to the common citizen of the aggressor na- gland
demanded
$2 1,OOO,OOO.00 indemnity.
tions as a good or necessary activity (that man on the $6,000,000.00
to pay for the destroyed
white horse again). Certainly the history of the BEIC opium. So now you have an idea of the value of the
can all too easily be made to look like a glowing “BEIC’s” opium trade with China in 1840. In fact, as
example of the British people’s contribution to the a result of this opium war England obtained concesdevelopment of the world and its trade. One will be sions in Shanghai and Hong Kong, as well as other
able, upon a closer look, to see that was far from the cities, forcibly opening them to the drug trade. These
case.
a
concessions are mostly still in place.
among them the monarchy, who
It may surprise you to learn that David Sassoon,
waged war on India and China for purposes of monopo- who claims descent from the Jewish House of King
listic trade. The common citizens were used to support David, had a monopoly on the opium trade1 I quote

from
De Haas, Behrmans’
(quoting:)

Ultimately, I believe the “Four Horsemen of the
Ed. Jacob
Jewish Book House, N.Y., 1944 Apocalypse” can not only warn us, but reveal our
problems and how they got to their present state, as well
as to reveal how far we have traveled away from God’s
Laws and the end results of such lawlessness. The final
question will be: Whose “empire” are we talking
about?
Bibliography:
of
Oxfordat Clarendon
Press, (no publishing date, purchased 1940);
Random House (1962), subjects:
Holy, Urban II, Babylon; Audio Tape: “Illuminati” by
Myron Fagan, available from Jordan Maxwell, P.O.
Box 7442, Burbank, CA 9 15 10;
of 300, by Dr. John
Coleman, Joseph Holding Co., Las Vegas, NV,

(These pictures were taken from the
David Sassoon (b. Baghdad, 1792: d. Bombay,
1864) was founder of the firm. He was the son of a
Mesopotamian merchant, who was treasurer of the
Turkish governor of Baghdad, and recognized by the
Jews in the Orient as a Nazi, Prince of the Captivity,
and perhaps one of the last Jews formally so addressed.
David Sassoon carried on his banking business in
Baghdad till 1822 when he went to Bassorah and then
settled in Bombay to which he brought his family in
1832. He extended his business by branches to Calcutta,
Shanghai, Canton and Hong Kong, and by obtaining a
monopoly in the opium trade that reached out to
Yokohama and Nagasaki, Japan. He built magnificent
synagogues and Hebrew schools in Bombay and at
Puna, homes for sailors, and a considerable number of
He eneducational and philanthropic institutions.
deared himself to the British by his attitude during the
India mutiny of 1857, and his liberal support to widows
and orphans of the British relief expeditions. A statue
‘-in his memory was erected in Sassoon Mechanics Institute of Bombay and a bust in the Albert Memorial in
London. (End quote)
David Sassoon left many descendants.
Certainly, the above speaks for itself.
It also
provides a base of knowledge from which to view the
later Balfour Declaration of 1917 which opened the
door for the return of the Jews to Palestine, as well as
the participants to this “Declaration”, many of whom
will be identified as descendants of persons already
noted in this article, members of the BEIC or the
Committee of 300. The Balfour Agreement will be the
subject of the next writing, Article I, Section 2 of this
sketch of the “Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse”.
It could almost be said, and has been said, that the
man on the white horse of the Apocalypse is represented by Great Britain, or the British Crown, and its
colonizations.
I rejected this idea because individual
nations are generally spoken of in the feminine gender.
To me, the ‘man on the white horse”, is more a persistent
which has been promoted as “right” and/or “good” by the people in charge
in order to get men out to fight and support their
agression. While Great Britain is a prominent example
of “empire conquering”, this activity has been carried
out by numerous groups including the Barbarians under Ghengis Khan and his descendants; the Turks
against the Slavs, Armenians and Christians; the
“Church” against the Turk, and “heretics”; the Jews
against the Arabs; and of course the aggressions of
Great Britain and others, including France, Germany,
Russia and the United States. It can never be right to
kill others and confiscate their property in the name of
any “religion”, trade, cause,
or
however
masked the corrupt intent may be.
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God3 HostsAre Here For
This Cleansing& SortingTime
Readers, the greatest traitor is that one who is
traitor unto self. When mankind betrays himself in
search for acquisition of that which is mere manifest
“things”, he is but trapped in a transient moment of
what he believes to be “time” but is actually only a
passage through a schoolroom.
mpasttimesinIx~@&
whcnonesbctrayt*
COLLSCQPCIIC~~
of such actions and
they-pay-b~
For this the so-called suffering will be even greater
for the Laws of God are just and quite precise. If the
cycles continue unbroken, the persecutors of today will
but be the persecuted of tomorrow and nothing changes
except the players. Balance cannot come forth when
there are but warriors coming and going. It has now
come “the time” when some measure of balance MUST
COME FORTH or the veryEarth shall shift from the
unbalance. Before another generation has been brought
into full maturity, readers, this age shall bring about
some measure of this balance for the crops are yielding
such terror and pain in loss upon the manifest places
that the very form cannot endure.
Man has learned to manipulate and control his
little tiny world to the extent that he can totally destroy-but
he has no method for producing other than
MECHANICAL life-forms.
Break down the mechanisms and there is no way to SURVIVE for there is
nothing left to survive.
The totality of balancing that which is Cod’s is not
for any MAN to realize as to where, how and when these
things shall come about. You can see them all about
you but the very mystery of God’s perfedion denies you to
realizeallifyuuKNowall.
It is now come upon us the “time” of great cleansing and darkness shall be lighted in truth. We of
greater wisdom and insight shall be allowed the privilege of being positioned to oversee these conditions of
so-called time and space. It is with the greatest wisdom
and knowledge of the law of LIFE, and its fullness
everlasting, eternal, that we are prepared to do that
which is given unto us to accomplish in each and every
situation which entails that of cosmic proportions. Do
not consider your “space” nonsense as COSMIC interactions for it is NOT.
Most will simply turn a deaf ear to us and shall turn
from visual interactions with us. So be it for it is of
their own choosing in all circumstances.
The fool
listens unto himself in his ignorance and in his own
0 pride and spouts off about those things of which he
knows nothing in reality. Man even unto himself gives
credit for great wisdom while he goes headlong into
destruction of himself and others who listen and accept
his foolishness.
Each individual, in goodness or evil presentation,
shall bear his own part, be it large or small, a day or
aeon, for none shall escape the law. Many now come
forth who KNOW tmth and are given to bear the lamps
of that truth and others who shall %how the way”. You

of these ones shall be prepared, for great changes shall
come about upon the Earth Shan as always come to pass
in the manifested places of Creator.
I would caution about “Fear”, readers, for there is
a difference in actual “fear” and that of reasonable
fright and even moreso between that of fear and terror.
When we speak of ‘having no fear” it is because we
know that those who are unlearned
We, the Hosts of
Light, would prevent that ifwe could do so, through the
word of truth as is being unfolded. However, we force
no man to do or be anything other than his free-will
decisions shall set for him. We, you must realize, work
under even more stringent Universal
than does
man of Earth-bound nature. We are the representatives
and forerunners of FREEDOM for ALL-as man reaches
without his boundaries and is allowed his place within
the COSMOS.

There is no way in which we, of the heavenly Host,
can portray unto Earth-man the perfection of our work
of the Divine Plan. The magnitude of it cannot be
pictured within mortal mind except in his subconscious
reality. If that were a possibility then there would be no
unbalance requiring attention. We can only act as a
lamp and, failing to lead the feet into the path of
progress, perhaps we can hold some candle unto the
awakening souls.
TO

THE

CHURCHES

AND

DOGMAS

It must be attended that the downfall of truth as
presented through the pulpits and doctrines of manconceived churches, synagogues and temples, must be
considered. The dogmas of man-priests and the ones
who set themselves up as wise and learned are but the
self-deluded, without wisdom or understanding of the
LAWS of which I speak. It is now come when we have
been sent by The Creator to bring these to the memory
ETC.
of the Earth-man
The information of LIFE and TRUTH is now being
For this knowledge has man labored in darkness,
placed before mankind that he might learn-for
his known not that he is bound. He has bound himstlf, for
period of expression is growing short indeed-on your he has been as a rebel against goodness. He has gone
place of experience. There are multitudes which are the long hard way around that he be not found out and
He has created
now blinking awake and beginning to stir. These shall brought forth for accounting.
be served, for the time for the sleepers is past. Any one which has been his own shackles and prison cells-and
found sleeping when the great sound is sent forth as the corrupted his mind to only recognize limitation and
final call shall be as the traitor unto himself. He shall physical realization.
be as the one who has thrown overboard his lifebelt
We can offer the way of “Christ” REALIZATION
when his boat is capsized. I suggest that this word be as to those things which present and hold honor and
as a.warning unto you who have open eyes and open ears to integrity, truth and righteousness, freedom and peacesee and hear.
but we will move no further into your realm of density
It is our intention and mission that all be allowed and illusion.
reference and presentation of truth in order to have
We are NOT impostors; we’re in no need of selfability, if choosing to do so, to see and hear. There is glory, nor big fanfare. It is for the love which, within,
no place for slothfulness within the place prepared to we come forth and share for mankind who has lost his
receive the ones who come forth from their stupor and way. We are sent as PROMISED. We are not little
come fbrthas i&row@, clear and awake. Rescue or saving aliens, or big aliens from a secret cosmic myth, to
isamatterofimegmudunfurther your- ig.notlemdbg
ad choice.
rance and loss into
Negotiate
that which is unimportant and never
No word of mouth,
that ignorance. Man
COMPROMISE that which is truth and goodplacestheshacklesof
nor pen, can express the
narrow recognition acglorious magnitude of
ness. Upon these things shall you be able to
cording to his plan for
our preparation for this
sustain and grow. Always grow to the light as a
finther enslavement of
great migration (exodus
plant grows to the Sun and you SHALL KNOW
bis species.
if you prefer).
the
We have
our
great and far reaches of
GOD FOR GOD IS LIGHT. If you will not
guidelines
for,
just
as
the Cosmos have come
always move, grow and reach for the LIGHT, you
those who lend of themwhat affects one part
will perish in the darkness. Walk in the crooked
or planet, affects the
selves that the plan of
pathway long enough and you shall become as
whole. There is no
migration be brought to
division; all is bound
its perfection.
There is
crooked as is the path upon which you tread.
together
as one
no fear that it fail, for we
whole, within the
are as one mind and purpose-WITHIN
CREATOR/CREATION.
Father’s over-all plan. Everything that is acted out in
There are multitudes now asking for light, and who your manifest world is sent into the farthest reaches of
are reaching out for information such as we have the Universe, which is infinite.
prepared for and to give freely. We have sent forth
When we speak of TRUTH we realize that there are
scribes and speakers who can translate and pen the as many “truths” as thereare individuals so we must not
instructions for this journey into LIFE. They are not look at each “tmth” as THE TRUTH of the WHOLE.
SPECIAL-they
are in KNOWING.
There is ONLY ONE “THE TRUTH”. but there are a

zillion billion ways to get there and sometimes the
lessons are long and hard. THE TRUTH IS THAT OF
BEING “ONE” WITHIN THE “WHOLE”. When this
reality is recognized and understood by mankind, each
shall love one another as self (andyes, you will have to
love self and not by that emotion offered unto “self’
now). We of the Hosts are able to see that which has
gone before as we can also see that which you call “the
present”. The past, too, we see as the now, for we stand
at the crossroads of so-called “time”, and thus we can
see as you cannot.
You are now in the space of choosing pathways, for the
cycles, as you perceive them to be, are chang& clo&g,
recycling-ending.
You have moved into the time of Brept
and sudden changes as you are experiencing in
each day of your experience. You have benefactors represented in US but you must recognize that we have no cause to bring evil into
any place without your narrow halls of allowance. You, further, are going to have to
represent self and have intent of your own
value and desire for greater andhigher expression. Your neighbor can’t do it for you and yet
you have great need to act on instructions and
“other’s” opinions and dogmas.
FROM

quences of actions brought into light and truth of those who
wmked to destroy the truth and righteousness of GOD.
Lipslie-actionsspeakvol~eswithoutsound.
Youwho
cboosecampnnywiththeliarsshallbel~withthemandshall
faUwiththemastruthisbroughtforthintotheLightofpublic
dispIay. YoushallreaptheharvestofyourPLANTINGS.
You
who think it GODLY to simply allow all evil to be unacoounted and love to be so unconditional as to allow for evil to
wnkits&ar-mongeringandgrowthindarkness,areWRONG
iN PERCXPTION. YOU WHO Do NOT STAND FOR
GOD-STAND AGAINST HIM! Evil flourishes WHEN
GOOD ME94 DO NGTHING. Remember too that a flimsy
t~btwillgrowbentineverydire&onthewindblows.
Ah, but
*whirlwind is the most deadly of all for it will uproot the tree

which is bent far more easily than that one standing anchored
soundly and standing straight as the arrow which sheds the
wind. Being“flexible”isNOTthesamethingasbendingwith
everywindhitherandyon.
Negotiatethat whichisunimportant and never COMPROMISE that which is truth and
goodness. Upon these things shallyoube able to sustainand
grow. AlwaysgrowtothelightasaplantgrowstotheSunand
you SHALL KNOW GOD FOR GOD IS LIGHT. If you will
not always move, grow and reach for the LIGHT, you will
perish in the darkness. Walk in the crooked pathway long
enough and you shall become as crooked as is the path upon
which you tread.
I shall leave this now for over-indulgence often only
presents indigestion. Salu.

WHENCE
COME
THE HOSTS?

From all parts of the Cosmos do we
come so don’t try to stick us on Orion or
Pleiades or some other constellation to
suit your individual druthers. We come
from all over the places of the Universe
wherein ability to reach your primitive
place is available. We of the Host have
come from many galaxies to add our part
that of our Christed teachers who are
to fulfill the formulated structure of the
greatest and most marvelous Divine Plan
which is now being completed. Just as
be “without Light”, so
too is evil. and Hell that of placement
WITHOUT GOD OF LIGHT. Are YOU
prepared 10 enter
the
halls of the elder brothers who act
ONLY in the cause of LIGHTED TRUTH
WITH THE LAWS OF ‘UNIVERSAL
TRUTH? If not, then you had best get
with the program, students, because the
train is about to leave without you.
It is time to consider whether or not
you are simply existing in Flatland’s
Dead-Zone. We only bring LIFE into our
places-without evil intent within the beings
of those living entities called %anm.
The sorting goes on, even more quickly
NOW. Those who practice actions only for
gain and physical aspirations shall be e
outofourtribes.
Theywillnotbecastouttheywillbringortakethemselvesoutfnwau
circles of intent for survival and living. Mole
and more quickly these sorted of their own
accord into the separation shall find loss in all
areas of expression as they grasp and tear
down and lie, cheat and steal &om othem
Theywillbegintotoppleandhavelossesofall
manner of possessions as they practice and
makeeffortstodestroythosewhoactinfair
and just manner of living expression. No
matter how tiny might be the greed, it will
show and tell, and loss will be the ams+
quence. Join with the ones who seek great
wealth at all costs, power at all price, and you
shall be classified as being among them and
not be acceptable back within the sorted grain
but cast out with the chaff from the gleaning
floor. And,withthegrainsortedintothecup
of Ga% there shall be JUSTICE and cause-
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flooding from the stripped watersheds was shown. He
showed pictures of dozens of electric power plants, oil
refineries, chemical and industrial plants belching forth
pollution.
He showed the destruction resulting from
mining activities (there were also demonstrations of
earth collapse into some of the underground mine
shafts as the earth shifted).
The examples seemed
endless.
Spotted Eagle even showed examples of man’s
desecration of Earth’s most sacred areas; the human
faces carved onto the face of magnificent Black Hills
(one of the Indian’s most sacred spiritual places).
Diana was openly sobbing and Bob could not stop the
flow of tears from his eyes. Somehow he knew the
subject matter would not get easier as the evening
progressed. He would be correct in that assumption.

a
..

John, too, was accompanied by projected visual
holograms which made an individual have the feeling
of actual participation within the scene itself. As he
”
spoke, appropriate visualizations moved with his verbal illusions.
He said he would simply be giving a description of
things as directly handed down to him, without personal comment. He then launched into his teachings.
“And it is said there shall be winds, and there shall
be, in the time when it is winter; and the trees shall bow
by Dorushka Maerd (“Dharma”)
down their boughs, and the winds shall sting with the
It was evening when the groups began to gather up cold; and there shall be great suffering among the
the canyon for holograms and speakers. As Steve and People and they shall fall down and cry for mercy.
the Earth group joined the audience they noted many
people whom they had not seen before. The gathering
was situated in a widened area and those in attendance
sat clustered facing a sheer cliff wall with an outcropping of rock at its base. As the natural light faded, it
was replaced by a “spot-light” from the space craft
which lit the “stage” area. It was wonderful as the sky
was visible above the stream of light. They could watch
the stars take their places in the universe while waiting
for the session to begin.
Spotted Eagle climbed to a point near the middle of
the rock outcropping and raised his hands to the Heavens. There was the scent of smoke wafting on the air
and Spotted Eagle carried some feathered items, in
addition to a beautifully decorated, long-stemmed pipe.
The audience fell into immediate silence as he took his
place and prepared to speak.
Spotted Eagle spoke of the Ancient Ones and of the
relationships of every creation on Earth; of the relationship of humans to all of those creations. He spoke
of the beauty and harmony of Earth as our mother, and
as he spoke the cliff became a huge “screen” upon
which was projected a collage of action pictures. He
. continued to narrate as scene after scene was illuminated before the group.
The projections showed the devastation perpetrated
by man on the two beautiful continents known as the
Americas.
Among those things shown were consequences of acid rain with dozens of examples of streams,
rivers, large and small lakes, and oceans being polluted
and destroyed; there were pictures of forests being
poisoned by pollution, devastated by man for industry
and cleared for agriculture. The consequential terrible
. .. .

“And there shall be a mighty earthquake and it
shall split in twain the country of North America, and
it shall be as nothing the world has known before, for
it shall be that there shall be a great part of the great
land of the North Continent go down and a great sea
shall form within her center part from the Dominion of
Canada into the Gulf of Mexico.
“And there shall be great ocean liners, liners which
shall travel within its waters, which will be propelled
by solar energy of the next age. But with this they shall
be unable to travel east to west or from west to east,
through what is now the Atlantic Ocean, for it shall
have a mountain range which has been thrown up from
the bottom of the Atlantic; and it shall be extended into
the air to the altitude of ten thousand feet and it shall
be the City of old, for it was the Light of the world. She
went down amid a great shock and a great wave; and it
shall be that she shall come up the same way as she went
down.
“And the west side be as the sheer side of granite,
and it shall be without foothold; and the way shall be as
the eagle flies from the place which is Upper Virginia
three hundred miles due east; and at this point it shall
be one thousand and eight hundred feet from the waters; and not an entrance through the land shall there be
to the east, for it is not for them, which are to be the
remnants, to communicate by water; for it shall be with
a new science, and a new method shall be given unto
them. For there is not a place which is that shall remain
the same in its present state.
“And not a person shall be left which is not prepared for that which shall be. And there are many
called but few are chosen: for there are none which have
been chosen which have not been carefully prepared;
and they have been unto themselves true, and they have
given credit where credit is due. And now it is given
unto them to be the seed of the new Civilization which
shall come upon the Earth.
“And within the time which is left before this shall
come upon the Earth, it shall be that many will be
called: and they shall doubt; and they shall fea:; and
they shall faint; and they shall fall by the way; am! they
shall be in no wise, for it is given unto man to fear that
which he does not understand-and
for that does he
wait.
“And it is said there shall be winds, and there shall

known; and they shall be as the winds from the sea and
from the land all rolled into one great tempest. And
they shall be as the winds of the North and the South
2nd East and the West, and they shall tear that which is
in their path and they shall be as the reaper who mows
down that which is in his path. And they shall sing with
the bitterness of the cold. And they shall be as the
elements of the Earth, for they shall contain both rain
and wind; and the hail shall be as big as bird eggs, and
it shall split that which it hits.
“And it shall be that the suffering shall be great
upon the Earth, for it is given unto man to know
suffering. And he has not known such suffering before,
and, when it is come upon him, he shall fall down and
shall cry for mercy.
“And it shall be that the winds too small be great
upon the Earth-they
shall blow East, West, North and
South and not a place shall there be upon the Earth
which shall escape the winds which bloweth; and when
this tribulation hascome upon the Earth, it shall be that
there shall be many who have kept within the law.
“And with the coming of the winds and belching of
fire from within the Earth there shall be-MORE!”
John continued by telling of how things would be.
He said that no one would be responsible for the words
of another nor would any man take upon himself that
which would be done by another. Each entity would be
responsible for his own. He said man had lost his
identity with the Father God which had sent him and
that if he would not awaken and return to the Father he
would surely perish.
John spoke on for a very long time giving illustration after illustration.
He concluded by saying it was
time to talk more about the present.
PRESENT
REVELATIONS
John explained that their were many Space Brothers here to assist us through the transition and time of
tribulation; they could help us, but they could do no
more. They would be allowed to help only as requested
by Earthlings-with
one exception, and this was stressed
emphatically: “YOU MAY NOT TAKE YOUR WEAPONS OF DESTRUCTION INTO SPACE. BEYOND
ONE HUNDRED FIFTY MILES BEYOND YOUR SURFACE, YOU WILL BE STOPPED! NEITHER WILL
YOU BE ALLOWED TO CREATE THE ULTIMATE
NUCLEAR DESTRUCTION OF THE TOTALITY OF
THE PLANET ITSELF; THE IMPACT TO THE UNIVERSE WOULD BE TOO DEVASTATING AND THE
BROTHERS WOULD BE GIVEN PERMISSION TO
PREVENT SUCH AN OCCURRENCE.” He then turned
and invited Yeorgos to take the platform.
He said
Yeorgos would present the teachings from the aspect of
Space Brothers and the lnterphmetary Councils.
Yeorgos was also accompanied by the picture
projections as were appropriate to emphasize points.
He said the Brothers were prepared to work closely
with Earthlings as such time as they were accepted and
asked to participate. He said their technology is of such
magnitude that Earth man would be unable to comprehend the power. He was assuring Earthlings, however,
that even though they could destroy us or make slaves
of us, etc., they came in love and co-existence within
the Cosmos. They would not presume to do anything
other than as requested with the one exception as told
by John.
He emphasized that during the upcoming period,
until Earth moves into her new cycle, she would be
belching forth increased disturbances upon her surface.
As plates shift beneath the oceans’ floors there would
be increased tidal wave activity. The resulting shifts
would bring about disturbances of those thought of as
“sleeping” volcanos. Those would begin to rumble and
spew forth molten lava that would come quickly and
with minimal warning. This would increase as the
There would be
climac&.con-ditions
were altered.
increased swelling of streams. Riverbeds would en-

large and they would not recede to their pre-existent
condition. There would be peninsulas and small isthmuses that were going to vanish most abruptly and
quickly.
The geophysical face of the Earth would begin its
alterationduring this period. Those areas where oceans’
waters have crept in most gradually and quietly would
be accelerated, and indeed, sleeping valleys would be
filleu overnight. And man on Earth would look about
and wonder what is happening.
Yeorgos continued: “Because of the decrease in the
ozone layer about Earth there is an increased heat that
is coming from the Central Sun. This is bringing about
resultant melting of your polar caps, again with resultant climactic changes.
“Man of Earth shall quickly come to recognize that
Earth is revolting against the treatment that she has
received. This shall be a warning, a preview of what is
in store for man if he does not immediately alter his
ways.
“At this time the vibratory pattern of Earth itself is
such that no alteration of her course is anticipated; she
has been released from her role as a buffer, and she now
BEGINS HER OWN CLEANSING! Man will now be
accountable for b own cleansing.
“Earth is entering a phase of two seasons, summer
and winter, with extreme temperatures in each. Fall
and Spring will cease to be recognized. Man should lay
up stores and provisions, for seasons shall not be as
kind to Earth as man has known in the past. Man’s time
of great bounty and food abundance will greatly be
altered. Space Brothers stand ready, however, to render help and instructions in that area. Food substances
which will suffice for survival will be given to appropriate ones on the planet and, properly prepared, will
be quite palatable.
“Man must learn to share freely in order to survive.
There will be great shortages in food supplies and also
proclaimed shortages in your fossil fuels as they are
hoarded and usurped for reasons of greed. You will
find yourselves without transportation because there
will be no fuel to run your machinery. You will need the
substitute foods to feed yourselves.
“There will be great energy shortages. Electricity
will become unavailable for many reasons; therefore,

you must learn to minimize your needs. You must
begin to rely on those elemental winds and patterns that
will bring you those energies that you need. You must
make your dwelling places strong, sturdy and well
insulated, so that they will serve you well. We will
show you methods of using compressed earth which
will replace wood and other things as primary stmctural material.”
“We are prepared to teach you methods of health
care which will allow you to remain active and energized during this period of time. There will be widespread death from diseases which are currently incurable by your present medical methods.
“You must expect gigantic changes within your
government structures as your present monetary systems become chaotic. There will be no money for taxes
and without taxes there will be a rapid withdrawal of
politicians and the chain of events will cause the governmental structure, as it now operates, to fail. There
must be those available to fill the void and rebuild with
a new and different type of system which brings harmony to the peoples of all Earth nations.”
Yeorgos continued for a long period of time along
the same lines of subject matter and then began to make
his concluding remarks. He said he wanted to frighten
no one and, certainly, all panic must be avoided. He
said he would, however, speak of the ultimate evacuation process, should that become a neces$ity.
He spoke: “We have come to fulfill the destiny of
this planet, which is to experience a short period of
‘cleansing’ and then to usher in a new and golden age
of Light. I will henceforth refer to that period as the
Time of Radiance.
“As mentioned before, the Souls of Light are you
people of Earth who have lived according to Universal
Truths and who recognize GOD as the SOURCE OF
ALL THAT IS GOOD; THE SOURCE OF ‘ALL
THINGS’. The short period of cleansing is IMMINENT-EVEN
THE MIDNIGHT HOUR1 But, we
have been informed of this and have made preparations
for that event. I will explain how it will be so that it will
relieve any anxieties amongst those present.
“We of space have millions of space ships stationed
in the skies above your planet, ready to instantly lift you
off at the first warning of your planet’s beginning to tilt

on its axis. When this happens, we have only a VERY First you will be taxied to our “mother ships” anchored
SHORT PERIOD OF TIME in which to lift you from the high above the planet where you will be taken care of
surface before great tidal waves will lash your coast- during your great trauma. Some of you may need
lines-possibly
five miles or more high! They will medical attention.
Our expert medical staff will be
cover much of your land masses!
there to treat you with our highly advanced medical
“These tidal waves will unleash great earthquakes
equipment. You will be fed and housed until such time
and volcanic eruptions and cause your continents to as transfer elsewhere is advisable.
split and sink in places and cause others to rise.
“Some of you will be taken to cities on other planets
“We are VERY EXPERIENCED in the evacuation to be trained in our advanced technology before being
of populations of planets! This is nothing new for the returned to the planet Earth to start the Time of RadiGalactic Fleet! We expect to complete the evacuation
ante.
on Earth of the Souls of Light in ftfteen minutes-even
“Your beautiful planet Earth is destined to be the
though they are of a tremendous number.
most beautiful star in the universe. A planet of Light!
“We shall rescue the Souls of Light first. On our Here, you will rejoin the remainder of the Universe in
great galactic computers we have stored every thought, brotherly love and fellowship with God the Father.
“People of Earth: We love you! ! Do not scoff at
every act you have done in this and previous lifetimes.
At the first indication of need to evacuate, our comput- these words. As surely as the Sun shines from the east
ers will lock onto the location of the Souls of Light to the west, so shall these things shortly come to pass!
where they are at that instant!
“The cataclysms will begin WITHOUT WARN“After the Souls of Light have been evacuated, then ING! Everything will happen so fast, you will not have
the CHILDREN will be lifted off. The children are not time to think! Think on these things NOW!
old enough to be accountable, so they will be evacuated
“Think; picture yourself standing with all the havoc
to special ships to be cared for until they can be reunited around you: people screaming and running, others on
with their parents.
There will be people specially their knees praying, automobiles crashing, glass breaktrained to handle their trauma. Many may be put to ing, buildings falling, ground shaking and gaping with
sleep, temporarily, to help them overcome their fear huge cracks, debris falling all around you! THINK
and anxiety. Our computers are so sophisticated-far
NOW!! WHAT SHALL I DO?? ANSWER: REMAIN
beyond anything on Earth in this age- and can locate CALM AND WITHOUT FEAR. MAINTAIN AN INmothers and fathers of children wherever they are and NER PEACE OF MIND AND STEP INTO THE LEVITATION BEAMS WHICH FLOW FROM THE UNnotify them of their safety. MAKE NO MISTAKEYOUR CHILDREN SHALL BE LIFTED TO SAFETY DERNEATH CENTER OF OUR SPACE CRAFT.
“As you are informed now as to what to do, spread
DURING THE EVACUATION.
“After the evacuation of the children, the invitation
the word to everyone you know. Be faithful to God! The
will be extended to all remaining souls on the planet to time is very short! Perhaps we shall no longer be able
join us. However, this will be for only a very short to restrain the tilt of the Earth’s axis, as we have been
time-perhaps
only fifteen minutes. There is no ques- able to do with our energy beams and transmitters for
tion of having enough space on board the ships for you the past several years.
“There is still a chance-a
SLIGHT chance, that
but, because the atmosphere, by this time, will be full of
fire, flying debris, poisonous smoke, and because the this great upheaval can be avoided. However, it will
magnetic field of your planet will be disturbed, we will take extreme cooperation from you people of Earthhave to leave your atmosphere very quickly or we, also co-operation unlike you have ever exhibited before in
this age.
with our spacecraft, would perish.”
“1. Avoid giving off negative energy through your
“Therefore, he who steps into our levitation beams
first will be lifted first. Any hesitation on your part distrust, greed, hatred, and begin to help each other.
would mean the end of your third-dimensional
existence you call the physical body.
“Which brings us to the most serious and difficult
part of the evacuation: As mentioned earlier,Souls of
Light have a higher vibration frequency than those who
are more closely “tied” to the Earth and its ways.
“Since our levitation beams, which will be lifting
you off the surface of this planet, are very close to the
same thing as your electrical charges, those of low
vibrational frequency may not be able to withstand the
high frequency of the levitation beams without departing their third-dimensional
bodies. If this happens,
then your soul will be released to join our God, the
Father. ‘In His house are many mansions.’
“If you do not decide to step into the levitation
beams to be lifted up, you might be one of the few wlto
survive the ‘cleansing’ of the planet for the NEW
GOLDEN AGE. However, during this period of cleansing, there will be great changes in climate, changes in
land masses, as the poles of the planet may have a new
orientation. This alone will create untold hardship for
the survivors who may still not make it to the Time of
Radiance.
“The most important point for you to remember is
this: Any show of fear lowers your frequency of vibra, tion, thus making you less compatible with our levitation beams!!
Therefore: Above all else, REMAIN
CALM. DO NOT PANIC. Know that you are in expert
hands, hands which have extensive experience in evacuation of entire planets! WE CANNOT OVEREMPHASIZE THIS: REMAIN CALM! RELAX! DO NOT
PANIC WHEN YOU STEP INTO OUR LEVITATION
BEAMS. ABOVE ALL ELSE, MAINTAIN YOUR
FAITH!
“What is to happen to you if you survive the lift off?

By helping each other, you give off-positive vibrations
(energy). LOVE GOD! The positive energy in large
mass will neutralize the weight of negative energy
which has built up around the poles of your planetthis could keep it from tilting, if enough positive
energy is received in time. Your planet is a living
organism. Send mental positive energy by thanking the
Earth for all its bountifulness you have received.
“2. By whatever peaceful means at your disposal,
put sufficient pressure on your government(s) to permit us to land our spaceships on your planet and meet
with your leaders and offer them our assistance and
technology.
WE WILL NOT DO THIS UNTIL WE
ARE ASSURED WE WILL NOT BE TREATED WITH
HOSTILITY OR BE INCARCERATED.
With the
cooperation of your world governments, we can greatly
help you in more orderly evacuation of your planet, if
indeed it still becomes necessary-which
it may! If it
does not, then we can work together in the sharing of
technology and live in brotherhood.
“WE HOPE YOU WILL TAKE THESE WORDS
ON FAITH, BUT IF NOT, DO RESEARCH AND
PROVE THEM TO BE TRUE FOR YOURSELVES.
MEDITATE DAILY AND YOU WILL FIND AND
KNOW THE TRUTH. PEACE BE WITH YOU.”
At the conclusion of Yeorgos’ program segment,
Spotted Eagle again took center stage to make closing
remarks and leave his special blessings with the group.
He told of the extreme importance of the upcoming
Mighty Council Gathering and said elaborate plans had
been made for its success. He told those gathered that
under the facade of filming a motion picture, the meeting could take place uninterrupted by human interfer’ence. He said there would be many such activities
taking place at various places on the planet in order tc
make The Truth known. After the GATHERINGS
there would no longer be doubts as to the existence of
Space Brothers, and Earth man would know of the
consequences he has brought upon himself. He said
there would be other happenings which would also
confirm the validness of these teachings.
He chanted his appreciation to the group and to the
“GRANDFATHER” and the lights were extinguished.
The canyon was once again silent.
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Dear Rick,
Once again I would like to thank you and the staff
at
as well as all
all the
wonderful love, kindness, and understanding that they
have
upon me during the past two years. I
must truly admit that without all of you, my project of
exposing the powerful, corrupt government officials
and their underlings who also pursue wealth and fame
in ways that typify those of dark-sided mortals, would
not have been possible.
You, the honest people of
America, have indeed proved to be my only outlet to the
nation. It is you, my watchers, whom I have learned to
trust-who
keep me going.
Together we have weathered a few rough storms
by my other keepers, the enemy who has, over
the years, tried very hard to keep my true life story
silent. It is you people who are making the difference
in the real world by your demanding, perseverance, and
constant monitoring of these corrupt officials. You
seek 3ut total truth, whatever the cost may be. For these
reasons, I would like to update you on my current
situation.
On December 6.1995 *he Supreme Court in Washington, D .C. had ruled, by ,manimous decision, against
the federal government with regard to persons who
have been sentenced illegally under USC 924(c)(l).
The Supreme Court stated that a person can and will be
sentenced to a mandatory minimum sentence of no less
than 5 years, if the courts show evidence that a firearm
was “actively engaged” during the arrest or during the
commission of the crime. The Court further explained
that if the weapons were in another location, such as
another room, the trunk of a car, a bedroom, closet, gun
safe or case, this does NOT mean that the defendant had
“actively engaged” or deployed or used the weapon.
Therefore, anyone sentenced incorrectly under this
Code-USC
924(c)(l)-shall
be considered to have
their case expunged from the court records.
One of my three charges is a USC 924(c)(l). I had
received an additional 5-year minimum sentence under
this illegally-used Code. That’s 5 very long years for
something I did not do! Granted, my weapons found
during the search of my residence were, in fact, loaded,
but the law clearly states that there is no margin of
definition beyond what the word “use* actually means.
If I had used the weapons, by means of“actively deploying” or “engaging” them, then I should, by all means,
do the time given to me. But the fact remains that I die
not use the weapons in any type of threatening manner
This is a very critical time for me and perhap!
thousands of other federal inmates who must file the
necessary court documents to have their cases rehears
and expunged.
What this means for me is my free
dom-and
to have this illegally sentenced charge re
moved from the court records. What this also means i:
that once again I will have to fight the corrupt govern
ment officials who want to keep me silent. But this i
a battle I will win, because they have already lost, b:
their own decree!
The process in filing the proper forms and docu
ments is relatively simple, compared to different type
However, there will be no room for error, a
of

this is a one-shot performance. I have decided to have
an attorney do the research and proper filing procedures, as an attorney is more skilled and knowledgeable
in courtroom tactics, wording, etc. Besides, the law
library here is not the best and it would take hours upon
hours to study the proper way to go about this.
I have been in touch with several different attorneys from across the nation seeking advice, prices, etc.
They vary somewhat in price. My former attorneys,
who were successful in blocking further federal indictments, are sky-high, due to the publicity that my case
has generated. .Others with whom I have discussed this
seem to be more realistically priced.
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OPINION OF THE U.S. SUPREME COURT
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There is a rumor that I might be able to have a
public defender represent me. However, a public defender is just that: he represents the public’s interest
and is somewhat, at the mercy of the prosecutor and
sentencing judge. We must not forget here, just who
will be presiding over my hearing again. If I have the
same federal judge-one
George Howard, Jr., from
Little Rock-I will have one strike against me already,
as this judge is a close friend of the Clinton Administration and others I am attempting to expose.
Needless to say I will need all the prayers I can
muster. One thing all the attorneys have stated is that
they all agree that I stand a very good chance of beating
this charge, as I never should have been charged under
this law in the first place. Again, the major reason I
was charged under 924-(c)( 1) was to ensure that I was

kept out of the way, at least until after the election in
1992. Another reason I was charged was that my first
attorney was a close friend of Bill and Hillary Clinton,
and he discussed my case with them prior to sentencing. He knew that I never really used the weapons in a
life-threatening way, but he assured the Clintons and
their friends that I would, in fact, plead guilty and
Therefore, I would be
receive a lengthy sentence.
tucked away for a long, long time. Out of sight, out of
mind! But now, all that has turned around like the
snakes they are, only to bite them in their own hind
ends and to hopefully come back and haunt them.
With your prayers and support, perhaps I could be
out, a free man, by as early as this late spring or
summer -not at the turn of the century. If released, I
promise to become an active, moral member of Ameri-

In case you didn’t know, Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc. can automatically send you the latest
discount on new
and you don’t have to keep remembering to order. Call (800) 800-5565 for details.
See Back Page for ordering information.

can society and I never, ever again will sell drugs or
weapons to anyone anywhere. That is all I have to offer.
I will naturally continue my quest for the exposure of
the truth about the corrupt Elite until they crumble.
Please continue with your love and support-your
prayers and letters. I want all of you to know that you
can make the difference not only for me, but for a better
America and world. Thank you very much for everything. May God be with all of us.
In love and light,
The Keeper of the Flame,
/s/Michael Maholy
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It’s in the news: world-wide flu epidemics, superinfections that antibiotics can’t knock out, recombinant viruses, and other new and deadly forms of disease that are being unleashed on the inhabitants of
Planet Earth. Will you survive? Depopulation plans
hinge upon keeping the populace IGNORANT about
the most basic and vital aspects of health and disease.
To this end we receive endless propaganda and indoctrination into the germ theory of disease.
The germ theory of medicine, promoted by Louis
Pasteur, is a nineteenth century concept promoted
before important nutritional discoveries were made.
Traditional medicine still believes the germ theory to
be the central cause of disease, because around it exists
a colossal supportive infrastructure
of commercial
interests that built multi-billion dollar industries based
upon this theory. The idea that germs cause disease is
a lot like saying that flies, maggots, and rats
garbage-rather
than
upon it. The error is one of
perspective, since it has been conclusively proven that
“germs” are not the pritrary
but rather, an
of disease. They do .“ot initiate a diseased state,
but appear after the person has become ill, just as flies
not
garbage, but are attracted to it.
When *we have an infection of some kind, it is
because there is a high
of pathogenic bacteria or
viruses concentrated somewhere in the body, trying to
break down and clean up malnourished, enzyme-depleted, dead or diseased tissue. This is nature’s biological sanitation team and their presence
rather than causes, the problem of unhealthy tissue.
Bacteria and viruses are always present in our bodies.
A healthy immune system keeps their numbers in
check.
Traditional medicine “fights infections” with antibiotics, which SUPPRESS the immune system. An
antibiotic-like
penicillin or its derivatives-is
a specific antibacterial secretion of a fungus. When we use
a plant’s method of killing bacteria in our own bodies,
we reduce our human level of immune function to that
of a vegetable!
Animals and humans do not produce antibiotics,
nor do they need to as long as their endocrine, immune,
and
systems
their nutritional needs metfrom the mineral, vitamin, protein, and enzyme substances found in foods grown on mineral-rich soil.
Armed with these tools, the Earth’s highest forms of
life-humans
and animals-are
well equipped to
“fight” the Earth’s lowest forms of life-bacteria
and
virus. The germ theory of disease keeps us focused on
the so-called enemy WITHOUT-catching
a “bug”and distracted from ever understanding the importance of building health from WITHIN-a
diet of
fresh, raw organic fruits, vegetables, grains, and nuts,
pure water, and (ughl the “E” word) exercise.

The word “flu” comes from the Italian word “influenza”, meaning “under the influence of”. People of
the Middle
when you had the flu you

were under the influence of the stars. Notice that most
flu epidemics occur when the seasons change-especially “back-and-forth” weather when the weather is
cold one day, warm the next, then cold again. Why is
that’? It has a lot to do with the thyroid gland-the
endocrine gland of metabolism. The thyroid helps the
body adapt between hot and cold. When summer is here
and it’s hot, the thyroid is running comparatively low.
We don’t need to internally warm the body when it’s
already externally warm. When it’s 80 and 90 degrees
F outside, the thyroid takes a summer vacation. At the
onset of winter, we need to warm up the engine, so to
speak, and get the metabolism going. To do so, the
thyroid needs to release thyroxin and its other glandBestimulating hormones to speed up metabolism.
cause most people have such unresponsive (undernourished) thyroid glands, their bodies do not respond
appropriately to such temperature changes. This results in unprocessed metabolic waste, in tissues and
from undigested food, accumulating in the system.
Waste from the tissues empties into a circulating fluid
called lymph.
This waste builds up in the intestines, liver, kidneys, spleen, and lymph glands, and generally in the
blood and tissues. When waste-loaded lymphbacks up,
it may back up into the spleen, tonsils, and lymph nodes
and lymph vessels. The bowels get very sluggish. The
body wants to generate heat, but the thyroid’s not doing
it, so we buy an expensive down jacket from LL Bean (a
CIA proprietary) to get warm. Meanwhile the unprocessed metabolic waste continues to build up and up.
Enter the “flu”.

What does the flu do? It’s a turbulent detoxification reaction of the body. Every symptom of a cold or
the flu-EVERY
symptom-is a symptom of detoxification. High fevers (burning of waste and bacteria); the
pores of the skin open for profuse sweating; diarrhea;
chills, which generate internal heat; vomiting, and
coughing up and expectoration of respiratory mucusthese are all cleansing actions.
This is a way that the body can violently and
quickly get rid of the unprocessed metabolic waste.
The waste is a smorgasbord for bacteria. Bacteria and
viruses, which are cell scavengers, are not there for
lack of something better to do. They’re there because
there are malnourished, enzyme-depleted,
diseased,
and necrotic tissue and waste materials. Functioning
as nature’s biological sanitation department, they mu;
break down and eliminate these tissues to prevent
further poisoning of the body. The immune system will
step in to get rid of an excess population of bacteria, but
it doesn’t mind if there are some bacteria working on
waste; it’s a matter of degree. If the thyroid is unable
to stimulate enough metabolic function to help cleanse
the tissues, then the bacteria levels build up even
higher and the militant lymphocytes or phagocytes of
the immune system go into action. But these SWAT
need nutrients to function
minerals, and enzymes-things
not generally espoused
and certainly not provided by pharmaceutical-based
medicine!
It’s easy to fall prey to the germ theory mentalityand its corollary, the antibiotic “cure”. TV commercials, magazine advertisements-promotions
for the
drug industry are all pervasive. It is clearly in the
perceived best interest of the pharmaceutical industry
and medical doctors of doom to convince
that
caught a bug” and “a pill can cure you”. Don’t you
believe it! Building health upon sound nutritional
practices is the best means of keeping “germs” in
check. It’s your first line of defense against man-made
diseases, as well.
References used in writing this article:
Empty Harvest by Dr. Bernard Jensen and Mark
Anderson (Avery Publishing Group)
The Book o/Health by Susan Stockton (McLean
Publishing)
a
by Dr. Robert S.
Mendelsohn (Warner Books)
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HOTTEST SEAT, HOWEVER, AND REFUSAL TO
RETURN THOSE CORPORATE BOOKS IS NOW AN
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For every unkind word we get 10,000 beautiful
words of hope, sharing, support and outright love. As
long as there are two of you out there, so shall we share
and share and share until our cups are filled with
knowledge and GRACE.
Some people continue to claim that we are fearfilled, hate-mongers, anti-peace, anti-Semitic, antiChrist, AND serve the Dark Forces. Well, since this
ONLY comes from those of the ilk of George Green, I
suppose we could expect that response for, after all, we
uncovered his thefts, his lies, and his ill-intents-in
public forum called a court of law and in the documented WORD. We don’t have to change our stories
with the wind for the truth is always and it stands
always, over and over again without change except for
bits of memory of detailed incidents which fade in
“time’‘-but are easily RECALLED IN PERFECTION.
The liars have to remember too many tales and the
longer removed from the truth of happenings, the
harder to recall and cover all lies in reasonable presentation and testimony.
Foolish lawyers may well keep a case going until
they make a fortune for themselves but if the opponent
doesn’t drop dead, roll over and give up-truth catches
up in that same delay in “time”.
EN

GOJ,D

You who find A.P. articles in your paper [as we ran
on p. 29 in
CONTACT] regarding this
tangle of webs, please note that it says, when words are
boiled down, that George did not get to keep the gold.
The Institute was already out of the case and that the
gold “would be returned to the sender” (Dave Overton)
as ordered over a year ago by the lower court. This
came from the Supreme Court of Nevada whereat they
publicly wrote that George Green took the gold, did
bury it in his yard and lied over and over again to the
courts, aiong with his lawyer, Horton.
I am NOT picking only on George but I will tell all
what is now under way with Green, Abbott and Horton.
They have gotten Betty Tuten, according to her confidants, to go in and, through conspiracy, take the corporation files assumed to be Sharri Yount’s. Everyone
realized that the only hope George has of “receivership” of the Institute rested with thbse STOCKS in
three Corporations.
Well, they did it-they
lied and,
cheated and went in and, while
Christie was OUT
OF THE OFFICE, did take the files he had set aside to
get verification from the Officers and Directors. Then
they managed to get resignation forms STAMPED
WITH A RUBBER STAMP OF SIGNATURES to be
sent to the appropriate pa&es.
Mr. Abbott and Leon Fort, along with Ann Beam,
his mistress, have filed a frivolous case to hold the case
open long enough to get the corporate stock to them in
order to file a demand for receivership along with a
group of Betty’s advisers.

Everything coincided nicely with trips over the
holidays to Canada and records could be dropped off in
Carson City and Bozeman, MT. Interestingly enough,
Ekker-Ekker are the ONLY Directors and Officers of
those corporations in point and it stopped dead-on at
MY door.
Mr. Christie has reported this to the police in Las
Vegas and is processing recovery of the original files
AND getting replacement ledgers and certificates. THIS
WAS NOT A WISE THING TO DO. WHEN YOU
TAMPER OR STEAL CORPORATION FILES FROM
AN AGENT YOU HAVE BLUNDERED ABOUT AS
BADLY AS YOU CAN BLUNDER! Sharri knew exactly what she was doing when those documents were
put into the care and trust of Ekkers in order to carry
out her wishes, and so it shall be.
George Green has deceived so many people as to be
quite astounding and to make a play for corporation
stocks is about as dreadful an error as can be made,
readers. If you think you can just bend and break the
laws, you are wrong and will be caught. Betty is now
set forth as THE THIEF and property taker and holder.
Now if any of you can find honor and integrity in such
actions, 1 ask you to step forward.
These people in point have lost NOTHING in the
Institute if they indeed ever had anything in same.
Most do not and hence think they can only get gain
from joining the adversary’s team. Some in point
refused to protect their gold collateral when a “call”
was made for which they had ample reserves to protect
all from the bankers. Some collateral could have been
used instead of sacrificing their entire accounts to the
bank. They refused to so much as answer phone calls,
stripped corporate bank accounts, and abandoned their
corporations to make the Officers and Directors bear
the burden of both decisions and management. This
was on the adyice of FRIENDS. (???) These friends
work with Green‘ and some set up in business as “business management cons&ants” and yet didn’t know a
blithering thing about what they were saying or doing.
Now we are to accept these same misinformed parties
as being worthy in presentation of anything else they
peddle? When ones first deceive and conceive plans to
“get” from another that which is not theirs--they are
setting their own traps which will eventually catch
only themselves.
This is now SERIOUS, SERIOUS consequence
time, you who conspired to get Betty Tuten to do this
subterfuge, and it would behoove all involved to tell
the truth for Betty will be charged with consplracy to
defraud an incorporation agent. I WOULD SUGGEST
THAT
BETTY
RETURN
THOSE
BOOKS
UNTAMPERED AND LAY THE LIST OF NAMES ON
THE LINE ALONG WITH THE PLANS AND PARTICIP‘ANTS OF THIS CONSPIRACY FOR THIS CONSTITUTES RICO VIOLATIONS, CONSPIRACY TO
DEFRAUD, AND JUST ABOUT EVEI.’ r .THER
BUSINESS CRIME OF INTENT UNDER L? ‘1’ MR.
-rHL
GREEN HAS ALREADY TOLD “EVERYB:
HOW, WHO, WHERE, WHAT AND
AND
DUMPED ITON WILLING DOERS OF HIS BIDDING
AND SUGGESTIONS. BETTY IS THE ONE IN THE

OF

DELIBERATE

INVOLVEMENT

WITH

GRAND THEFT CONSEQUENCES.
I realize that you all involved want us to be disallowed for putting truth into this paper---of course you
don’t want it known but you aid and abet the casting
forth of total lies which equally incriminate YOU. You
should have thought of these consequences when first
you joined the adversary in such stupid conjurings.
What you “thought” YOU WERE DOING does NOT
mean a thing in the courts of law except possibly in the
sentencing phase. YOU seem to think that there are no
just courts? Oh, there are when it reflects on the very
bench itself and the MAJOR BUSINESS OF THE
STATE OF NEVADA. This is GRAND JURY material
and in a very short time, if not voluntarily tended, noone can handle this as other than deliberate crime
intent.
Moreover, Mr. Green has sent out, again, one of his
more dreadful packages of lies and dis- mis-information, and sent one to the Agent’s parents. Now is this
1996 or what? Is this desperation
or what?
When
Green stole gold coins it was interesting
enough, but to
steal corporations and stock now worth much, much
MORE-it is time to come with the full extent of the

law against ALL INVOLVED and, yes, we do know,
don’t we, who is involved.
I don’t think Mr. Christie’semployers
like this any
more than does Mr. Christie,
who runs the tightest

operation of any, or all together, of the incorporation
These records were together
agencies in Nevada.
awaiting investigation and Betty simply took them,
without so much as a signature, right out of Mr.
Christie’s office. Worse, that was some three weeks or
so ago just WHEN

MR. GREEN

SAID HE HAD EV-

ERYTHING UNDER CONTROL AND HAD CONTROL OF ALL OF THE STOCK FOR RECEIVERSHIP PROCEEDINGS. This last straw on the camel is
going to break the backs of both Abbott and Horton
(lawyers) as well. Green will likely try to lie h:s way
out and let little elderly women take the fall alld the
total loss of their funds. This is about as low as any
man can stoop. I wonder if Abbott and/or Horton have
any idea what their future now looks like?
Mr. Green also tells everyone that he is going to

destroy the Ekkers AND the Institute and that he keeps
Mr. Horn (the adversarial
attorney)
FULLY INFORMED. Fully informed on what-his
thefts and
lies? GOOD, as this assures that some justice may yet
be had in the property theft case. Moreover, the
Phoenix Church of Christ, who bought the property
from the RTC has used it for collateral
to raise funds
for the fighting of the property case against the S&L

and the auction agent, who doesn’t bother to hold
auctions but for a nice fee just says he does and hands
over the deed to the S&L. I suggest our own lawyers
remember as much:” . ..the gloves don’t fit!” There is
over a thousand dollar bonus built in for Mr. Mitchell
and HE TOOK IT, attorneys. It is right there in the
paper-work if you do a little seek and find.
Now, however, it being that Ekkers’ bank account
was seized, there is not rent money, so the property is
again up for sale and this time the Ekkers will be
required to vacate. Oh well...! It seems eight years is
just not enough to establish “no sale”! We shall see for
it appears our own attorneys
have overcharged
by
thousands of dollars and are also quite guilty of what
could be considered malpractice in four or five serious
areas of conflict.
We are humbly grateful to the Constitutional
Law
Center and that wonderful
crew of people who work
artiund the clock to ferret out these things.
Now, why did I start with “Kind Words” and
sidetrack?
Because, friends, your loving words have

kept our little team going when it seemed it couldn’t
get much darker as to our tasks ever showing positive
fulfillment.
Well, how else can you win than to have
fouklil the battle and allow God’s support to have
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vision, hope and show? You can win through truth,
justice, service and GOD with HIS HOSTS-if
you
against
listen and live accordingly. Everything they
us NOW only reflects on their own ill-intent and illegal
gambits, diversions, and distractions for they have
already taken everything of monetary value and, worse
yet, sold it. Readers, this is WRONG and I am appalled
at how many will listen to these fools just to gain what?
Revenge??
Well, there is an old saying that comes to mind here
with you wonderful people
there”: “One Rind
have warmed
at least three
The question I get most about the Greens is in
reference to Desired and “can she possibly know all
this”? She is with him, is she not? In her silver-fox
coats and genuine diamonds and opal-he
is with him!
Actions speak t% more loudly than any words can tell.
“Does this mean that her writings are not correct?”
If you mean about Sananda, etc.-no,
it doesn’t. It
means that she, beyond all, knows BETTER than to act
in these pathways against those very teachings. George
says that Dharma receives from Dark Energies!! This
comes out in the Associated Press. They also say that
George and Desiree both receive from someone called
Hatoon or Hatton. Well, that is NOT ME! You may err
in spelling, which is fine-but my label is HATONN or
‘ATON’-and
yes indeed, it DOES MAKE A DIFFERENCE. However, you can call and mispronounce or
misspell a name-you
cannot create an energy being.
If some energy form called Hatoon or Hatton out of Mr.
Zeuss has control of them, so be it. Nevada Corporate
Headquarters, Inc. may well have them pondering their
belly-buttons
in prison over this last escapade as I
doubt a jury will believe elderly ladies thought up this
game.
George has told his seminar participants that he set
up Nevada Corporate Headquarters with a million dollars right off the start. && and within five minutes of
his telling this lie the ones he told it to were on the
phone to US. And for Mr. Green: this was in a breaktime at a seminar a couple of years ago so we KNOW
you have teld that story over and over again. Some
think that poor sweet Hillary Billiary is a “congenital
liar”?? Well, she must have learned from the Greens!!
And just how much does Mrs. Green know? WHO
FAO;ES;7AND AS THINGS GET WORSE-WILL
IT
SHE KNOWS!
AND MOREOVER, PAPERS
HAVE BEEN FILED BY OTHERS AGAINST HER
AND SHE WAS PERSONALLY SERVED THOSE
PAPERS. This was after Mr. Green had said, first, that
Desire6 was gone to her Father’s funeral, and then a
few days later said she was away to her Mother’s
funeral. She wasn’t anywhere and al1 the sheriff had to
do was wait for her to drive into the parking lot where
they continue to do business. We are only among the
lower totem-pole contenders for confronting Green(s)the list ahead of us goes all the way BACK to Billy
Meier, Lee Elders and some eleven suits just in Colorado. Now, to suck two elderly women into a theft of
corporation stocks for his management needs and fool
the bunch working with them-is
pretty low-down
activity, readers. So, if you have gotten a”package” of
“stuff” with a cover copy of a letter from Betty Tuten
you can know that it came from Green in Bozeman,
Montana and the letter itself is/was originally addressed to Mr. Horn to use against Ekker-Ekker. MANY
have received the package, so if you are among them it
is wise to now notify proper parties for we are quite
sure Ms. Tuten did not know what she was doing when
she placed her trust and revenge tactics into the hands
of George Green. And what has happened with Ms.
Tuten’s own privacy in incorporation?
She told the
world her private matters and it will be laid bare
through court order, at the least in California.
I
certainly hope she is ready to face the consequences of
that information flow to the IRS. This also holds true
for the $26,000 to Mr. Ence’s assumed corporation; the
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[RS will not be amused!
You who try to BEAT THE LAWS are going to
:ontinue to have trouble. If you act totally within the
laws of God and Land, you are going to reap great
rewards and’shelter, for in this way incorporation can
assist your management and protection. Use it wrongfully to steal from another or to”beat the system” while
triple-dipping and it is going to be your destruction. If
you learn no lesson other than this one you will have
gained great wisdom.
When you think you know
:verything and proceed to teach others your unintelligent and incorrect information-you
deserve exactly
what you get. When you use someone else to cover
your criminal actions-you
deserve everything the
system tosses against you. When you treat a corporation as your alter-ego, then you have no protection for
it is you in disguise and criminal actions are NOT
HIDDEN.
Errors in action are often a matter of fact so can be
corrected-but
conspiratorial criminal actions, especially after over three weeks of holding corporate
records unlawfully-seals
the coffin. And, for others
to play their evil games through that unwise actionplaces you in conspiratorial equality and shall be held
equal under the law. You who have been USED by
George Green, Abbott and/or Horton had better step
forward and now cover your fannies for this is NOT
longer a game of “get Dharma”.
By the way: Ekkers are the ONLY officers and
directors of those corporations assumed to be Sharri’s.
They acted all along in accordance with demands for
protection from EXACTLY THIS KIND OF ACTION
USING SHARRI. She requested that her private decisions and management be KEPT SEPARATE AND IN
UTMOST SECURITY AND SECRECY-so
for all of
you-THAT
IS EXACTLY WHAT HAS HAPPENED
SO THAT ALL PROOF OF EVERYTHING AGAINST
THE EVIL-MONGERS IS COVERED IN CORPORATE BUSINESS. TAMPER WITH THAT STOCK,
WHOEVER YOU ARE, AND YOU ARE DEAD IN
THE WATER!
We are told that Mr. Green was going to convert
the stock in some three corporations into Bearer stock
and use it topull down the Institute-AND
GET FUNDING FOR LEGAL FEES FROM MS. YOUNT ALONG
WITH THEN GETTING HER ENTIRE PORTFOLIO
OF NOTES AND STOCKS. Do you see what a stupid
thing, to share all this wondrous information with your
“thought-to-be” friends in conspiracy, George? The
interesting thing happening now is that a few little
people don’t have anything to PROVE-the
law will
take it and handle it.
For you who still think the Institute is doing some
kind of shyster business as does Green tell (a .er all, he
set it up and intended it be shyster), please ealize that
it has now been investigated by the Mail department

for mail-fraud, the Feds for tax possibilities, the FBI
for bad business AND every other branch of govemment George Green could dredge up for the SET-UP
right through the lies in open courts, both local and
Federal-only
for the accuser to be proven to be THE
FRAUD, THE LIAR, and THE THIEF. And, in the end,
it had nothing to do with Ekkers-in
bringing him ,
down and into accounting. His own actions have done
it and continue to set up all his acquaintances as well.
This is exactly the way your governments will go,
readers. The liars, cheats and thieves of your national
freedoms and righteousness are getting their comeuppance as we write. Many of the rulers of your nation
through your Congress are dropping out like flies
because
the “Fifth
Column”
Cray Computer
BlackMailers are hard at work with the suggestion:
“Either resign, do not run again, or you are going to be
destroyed.” Who is behind that operation? NOT ME.
So when will our people get that which is necessary
to found some good businesses? Just as soon as they
can be worthy of the trust and others stop playing silly
games on my people.
NOW

FOR

COJ-r;hQ&

John, I want you to please recall the sick feeling
that
felt when I
Well, we fudged a bit for I did not want Dharma to
know more than about “blackbird” aircraft and speed,
etc. 1 want you to know, now, that I indeed was
speaking to YOU about the project with the lasers and
black helicopters and death rays, etc. We have a lot of
stuff yet to share, friend, and you got caught in Green’s
web as well as the rest of us and he doesn’t even KNOW
ANYTHING. His handlers wouldn’t trust him with
their bread-board.
He is uniquely greedy and this
makes him worthless to his manipulators. You feel him
to be quite “deadly”? NO, he is simply “dead”. Can he
“hurt” people? Of course, and has done so to almost
unlimited extent-has
he not terribly hurt YOU?
HOW

HAVE

WE

SUSTA.INED?

We aren’t in the business of overthrow, unlawful
actions or sedition, subversion or even saving anything. We are here to offer information and quietly
allow for “survival” through a hard time a-comin’. I
consider that we have “adversaries”; I do not even
accept them “literally” as “enemies”. At any rate, I
respect those who would be my enemies but I don’t
want any part of running or controlling a corrupted and
rotten world order. There are going to be NO MAGIC
moments which turn a rotten world into perfection, for
look inside at your own decisions and actions and then
check that ladder all the way to the top controllers and
see what you do, what you demand, what you protect,
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and see if it actually coincides with the TRUTH OF
GOD. If it includes war, force, more control, etc., it is
not even on my agenda as a solution to anything, most
especially goodness.
We are honored that those such as Green. call
a “garbage rag-sheet*’ with nobody interested but then go forth and fight their case on what we
run in
for despoiling their reputations. Well,
you can’t have it BOTH ways. We are either “nothing”
or we somehow seem to be a threat to the unlawful. If
no more than our subscribers read the paper-we are no
threat to ANYTHING. As a matter of fact, WE ARE
NO THREAT TO ANYONE OR ANYTHING.
WHY

DEVOTE
TIME
AND
TO THESE
TOPICS?

SPACE

Because these are the problems facing, not just
these people here-BUT
EVERYONE THROUGHOUT
YOUR LANDS IN ONE FORM OR ANOTHER. This
only becomes an example and for you who have shared
from upstart-it
is THE EXAMPLE WHICH HOLDS
THE MOST LESSONS. How wondrous if you learn
and don’t go stick your hands in the frying pan with the
fire on just to prove our points. THE ADVERSARIES
ARE NOW REVEALING THEMSELVES BY THEIR
OWN ACTIONS AND CONSPIRACIES AGAINST
THE HONOR AND INTEGRITY OF THE CITIZENS
OF A NATION, A CONTINENT, AND A GLOBE.
YOU must come to see that by joining with these
perpetrators, you not only condone but become worse
than they. Ignorance is no excuse under the LAWwhy should ignorance of consequences be your fighting motto? YOU, IF YOU READ THIS-ARE
NOT
AMONG THOSE OF NECESSARY IGNORANCE!!
PONDER IT! YOU ARE MAKING YOUR CHOICES
WITH EVERY BREATH YOU TAKE AND YOUR
IGNORANCE IS NOT OUR PROBLEM-IT
BECOMES YOURS AND THOSE WHO ABIDE WITH
YOU IN YOUR FOOLISHNESS.
My sharing the negative aspects of a George Green
or a Henry Kissinger does NOT make me the culprit.
THEY ARE THE CULPRITS OF THEIR BEHAVIOR
AND ACTIONS AND, WHEN THEY CAN NO
LONGER HIDE TRUTH OF THOSE UNLAWFUL
AND EGO-BASED ACTIONS, IT IS THEIR PROBLEM-NOT
ANY LONGER MINE. WHEN THEIR
ACTIONS DO INVOLVE ME AND MINE, I WILL
TAKE ACTION-BUT
ONLY THROUGH TELLING
WHAT IS KNOWN. WE DID NOT MAIL ALL THOSE
STUPID DOCUMENTS OF ILL-INTENT AND POOR
WRITINGS TO EVERYONE GEORGE COULD FIND
TO RECEIVE THEM. HE DID. HE SENT HIS OWN
LIES AS IF THEY SOMEHOW PROVED TRUTH IN
THE MATTER. CLEVER? NO, SICK! WORSE, HE
HAS CAUSED THE JUDGES TO LOOK LIKE FOOLS
AND THAT IS USUALLY NOT ULTIMATELY SUCCESSFUL. WHY? BECAUSE IF THERE WAS FEAR
OF BLACKMAIL INTHE UPSTART-THE
PROVEN
FACT OF HIS BEING RECOGNIZED
IN THE
COURTS AS A LIAR COVERS ANY NEGATIVE
STATEMENTS HE MIGHT MAKE ABOUT SAID
JUDGES AND JURISTS-ALONG
WITH THOSE OF
HIS COMRADES IN CRIME, HIS LAWYERS!
Rod Ence/Enz pointed his finger at Brent and
shouted with hate that when the “shit hits the fan you
are going to pay”-right
into a video camera. Oh?
Who is going to pay, Rod? Are you sure? It seems to
me that your cohort advisers are not so great and
George is now using elderly Ed Cleary in his most
recent barrage as informant. When do you learn truth?
Do NOT tell anyone that I told you to do things “this
way”-perish
the thought, for I have never EVER
suggested you break any law of GOD or nation. I have
offered you ways to protect selves and receive help
instead of be in hunger as can be offered through good
business. I have never suggested anything otherwise.
And you shall always be considered by the advisers and
company you keep within your conspiratorial antics.

YouwiIIleamthedifference,perhaps,inhiding
something illicit and the right of PRIVACY. The ones you
have hurt the most are STILL the most loyal to you for
the ones you have now joined have no loyalty, no
respect and will destroy
before they will allow
themselves disadvantage-it
has ALREADY BEEN
in hard
PROVEN. George Abbott stole over %4O,OOO
cold money from Leon Fort and yet Leon has again
joined the fray to try and get REVENGE on his SUPPOSED opponents, of all things. Against who? Why
don’t you
the guilty
comrades in charade?
There can no longer be protection here when you so deliberately choose your very enemy for your participant.
You people within this conspiracy to pull down our
work and word-will
reap the wind for there is no
shelter against your own works. I am not interested in
courts of injustice and organized crime protection-I
AM ONLY INTERESTED IN THE INTENT AS REGARDS THE LAWS OF GOD! EVIL CAN ONLY
TRY TO PROTECT EVIL-IT HAS NO CHANCE OF
SURVIVAL IN THE LIGHT. Can you not see that that
“god” to whom you pray for protection of your crimes,
is only going to
you in even more deeply and then
dump you to hold the bag? It is much like “snipe”
hunting, is it not? And, if you have “fooled” your
family-how
long shall it be before they’come to
realize TRUTH and not your lies? Crime only SEEMS
to pay, good buddies; it ultimately NEVER PAYS
it surely can compound your problems. You can bury
truth-YOU
CANNOT CHANGE IT!
THIS IS THE ULTIMATE INTENT OF THE ONE
WORLD
CHURCH
ORDER-TO
TOTALLY
PRESENT LIE IN THE STEAD OF TRUTH-AND
DESTROY YOU AND ALL SEMBLANCE OF MORAL
RIGHTEOUSNESS
THROUGH
“THINGS”
OF
MANIFESTATION.
THE CHOICES ARE YOUR
OWN. WHEN YOU CONTINUE TO JOIN WITH
EVIL, PLAY EVIL GAMES OF “GETCHA”’ AND
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ALREADY SERVE THE EVIL MASTER WHO WILL
DESTROY YOU TO KEEP HIS ANTICS FROM.HIS
OWN CONSEQUENCES SECRET.
who claim
leadership and wisdom in your great plans and conspiracies only show your foolishness and evil intent
and allow the LIGHT OF TRUTH TO SHINE ALL THE
MORE BRIGHTLY FOR ALL TO NOW SEE.
You who practice little schemes within your small
circlesofdeceit
are NO DIFFERENT, except in”size”,
than the largest conspirators who steal nations and
planets. It starts right there WITH YOU! No one wants
traitors among them-and that includes US.
Ekkers were prepared to go to jail on contempt
charges to protect information regarding any trusted
corporation information that they might have. How
nice for them that you ones betrayed yourselves to your
worst nightmare of an enemy-Green
and Horn. Now
your information by your own hands will be spread
Ekkers
before the courts of law in open revelation.
served you well and you turned and could not help, we
suppose, betraying YOURSELVES.
*
Dr. Young, perhaps we could make a “masthead’
change from “A light in every window”

May we continue our journey in the wondrous
GRACE of Creator that our days may hold peace and
joy of the truth of BEING and hold the beauty of that
which is laid before us in HIS GREAT WONDROUS
GIFTS AND GUIDANCE. HOW WILL GOD WIN?
THROUGH US, HIS CHILDREN, WHO DONOT LOSE
OUR WAY! Salu.

If you’re looking for the benefits that Incorporating
has to offer, such as limiting your personal liability,
increasing tax-free benefits, and raising capital through
the sale of stock-taking just 5 miniutes of your time to
explore the benefits of forming a Nevada Corporation
could save you and your company thousands of dollars.

For more information contact:

Nevada Corporate
Headquarters Inc.

89126

16, 1996
in Tampa this month, January 18-22. Until then, on
behalf of the Tallhamers, other veterans and myself,
thank you allfor what you have done i_it providing these
products to those afflicted with GWS.

l/15/96

PETER KAWAJA

is not “cured”, if that is any word people understand,
but she is on her way to being much healthier, to having
To the good folks at
some form of life, and the energy and a clear mind. to
It is almost the time to remember when Desert know what to do to try to get information from the VA
Shield became DEFCON-l/Operation
Desert Storm, in and Military. If anyone you know wishes to speak with
January 1991.
Karen for send her some financial help, or get her
+ I am therefore writing to share some good news. opinion of GWS or the New
products, please have
New Gaia had sent several of their Gulf War Syndrome them contact me for her address and phone number.
“starter kits” to me, which I am and have been testing There are several things people can do to build up their
with Gulf War Veterans and other civilians who exhibit immune system and try to combat warfare agents and
GWS. This includes myself, as I have been exposed to other “natural” killers.
many “things”, on top of having direct attempts made
New
products is the BEST I have been privion my life-not only to blow up my car, but to inject me leged to know about at this time, as I continually
with a warfare agent. Recently, I received a letter from welcome information from all sources.
a disgruntled person (whose motives I am not sure of at
I look forward to reporting more to you in the near
all-whether
he represents the enemy, and not just future. Right now I am preparing for my speaking
himself); the paper his note was written on was yellow/ engagement at the upcoming Global Science Congress
brown (discolored).
At the bottom of the letter, this
individual pointed out that I should now go wash my
hands with Peroxide (etc.) because the coloring may
not have been that the paper was OLD, but that it was
soaked in Gulf War Syndrome (biological agents). I
have ,tot had a chance to have this paper analyzed yet,
and have sent a certified letter to Louis Freeh of the
FBI, but of course, the FBI has NEVER even signed for
the document, nor called me, even though I indicated 1
would give them my FULL cooperation.
Sad isn’t it?
In any case, several months ago, I was coughing
continuously for a long time (many weeks), and had
fever and the “symptoms” of something deadly. I did
try using certain antibiotics for a time, including
Doxycycline, but I did not really get better until I took
the complete GWS starter kit myself. This is not meant
to infer that I did have a deadly disease, but whatever
it was, I considered it serious. And it only went away
after taking the New Gaia products in full. I am still on
them.
But, there are other testimonies more significant.
As example, included
is a letter from
Karen Tallhamer who was VERY sick for quite some
time. She had sent me her medical background and the
different medications she was given by the VA. As per
her letter, she had been on FORTY THREE medications
just since 1994 alone, and they were for GWS which she
has been diagnosed as having. She reports that not only
has she been able to back-off most of her prescribed
drugs from the VA, but she has a new ENERGY, that
she has used to write letters to the President, and finally
go through all the red tape necessary to get her back
pay, as the military was apparently some 11 months in
1
arrears. She and her sick husband are now living in a
trailer and just recently the cable TV company turned
off their only source of entertainment and the phone
company also threatened to cut off communications
with the outside world. These people cannot go out like
$260.00
the rest of us, and TV is all they have in a trailer. The
Power company and Water company also threatened to
cut off their services, and I had to call the military to try
to intervene to speed up things.
Karen herself is
responsible for getting these unsympathetic companies
to hold off disconnecting all service.
We both feel her renewed condition is a direct
result of
products, which she continues to 1
take. The Tallkmers need financial help as do several
other (and thousands more I don’t know) veterans. She

Dear Peter,
12-12-95
I want to thank you for the shipment of the New
products on the 24th of September. I was a bit
skeptical but I wanted to believe it would work.
I was taking 14 different medications when I started
and they seemed like they weren’t working. I have been
on over 43 medications since October of ‘94, all of
which either work only initially or not at all. These are
all for the treatment of “Gulf War Syndrome”....
I do believe that the
products have helped.
I feel like I have more energy every day, whereas before
it was like being on a roller-coaster emotionally. This
was hard on me and my family. It seemed like one
minute I would be ready to bite someone’s head off
(either my husband’s or son’s) and the next minute I
was crying, apologizing for it.
The personnel at
were very helpful. They
called and were genuinely sympathetic to my condition.
Again I want to thank you for the products and the
emotional support you have given me. It helps, knowing that I have so many behind me, standing up for our
cause. It gives me the strength to go on knowing I’m
not alone.
Sincerely,
J.

16, 1996

The times in which we live in do not afford us the
opportunity to keep life simple enough that health can
be taken for granted by just ingesting food and water.
The game rules have been changed by bureaucrats
(directed by crooks higher up the ladder) who dictate
questionable farming practices which, when added to
the already choking pollutions of our atmosphere and
water, ends up depleting the soil, the food supply, plus
the air & water we breath of many of the essential
nutrients that would otherwise allow our bodies to
function optimally.
Aside from a core of products that New
carries
which will be discussed further on in this article, two
brand new products are being offered that are extremely
important to present first. They are
and
is a combination of Colloidal Silver
and Trace Colloidal Gold. This combination of ingredients has produced a product that is so high-frequency
and potent that it could quite possibly be the solution to
our ongoing fight against the new antibiotic-resistant
diseases that we face today. Coll&dal Silver was used
extensively and very successfully against bacteria, virus, fungi and the like before the advent of the first
antibiotic, penicillin; and the uses for Colloidal Gold at
that time were just beginning to present themselves.
Once the chemical companies began manufacturing the
myriad of antibiotics, silver and gold were no longer
looked to for treatment. Interestingly, the antibiotics
that they were producing had no effect on the more
resistant viruses, fungi and parasites yet this did not
stop the medical community from prescribing these
drugs regardless of the type of infedion. Now we face
a new generation of bacteria that are completely resistant to any antibiotics merely due to antibiotic overprescribing and resultant survival of the fittest bacteria.
Research has demonstrated that Colloidal Silver is
non-toxic to humans and allows no known diseasecausing organism to live in its presence.
With the
addition of Trace’ Colloidal Gold the frequency of
is remarkably enhanced to allow these newer,
more powerful viruses and bacteria to be eliminated.
GALACOLis gentle enough to use topically onjust about
any skin, hair, or mouth condition without fear of
toxicity and is outstanding for burns. For internal use
it is recommended to maintain with 3-4 drops, 3-4
times per day under the tongue and if an infection is
present, start with 1 teaspoon the first day and then lo12 drops, 3-4 times per day under the tongue until the
infection clears. Important: Due to the powerful nature
of this product, friendly bacteria can be affected so it is
advisable to replace the natural intestional flora with
some type of acidophilus/lactobacilus supplement daily or,
attheleaset, whensymptonsarenoted(symptomsmayinclude
cramps, bloating, diarrhea/constipation and a general feeling
of malaise).
Please note that this product is said to be perfectly
safe for children and pets and can be taken with other
medications without incident. :._ Colloidal Silver is not
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addictive and the body does not build up a tolerance to
it. For your information only, Colloidal Siver has been
used effectively on the following: acne, conjunctivitis,
allergies, rheumatoid arthritis, bladder inflammation,
venereal diseases, eczema, appendicitis, boils, cancer,
candida, otitis media, prostate problems, whooping
cough, ulcers, plus many, many others.
can
also be used to wet wound dressings and bandages and
help heal cuts, scratches, abrasions, fever blisters, etc.
There is a myriad of uses for this product which makes
GAIACOL, in my opinion, one of the most exciting and
valuable products on the market today.
OXYSOL contains Colloidal Silver and Trace Colloidal Gold but has Hydrogen Peroxide (food grade)
and other trace minerals to add a new dimension to the
effects. Organisms that have plagued us for centuries
may be destroyed using this product but the new, more
resistant strains will require the higher frequency
When added to water, the OXYSOL will
help to purify, which makes this ideal for taking to
restaurants or for travel. When taken with
you get a two-fold effect of combating foreign invaders
and providing a greater oxygen eontent for the health of
the cells from the Hydrogen Peroxide. OXYSOL is
wonderful topically as well, but is not advised for burns
(use GAIA.COLfor burns). The trace minerals found in
OXYSOL are vital to our health because the nutrients
that were once taken for granted in our vegetables and
fruits have been systematically farmed out of our soil.
These trace minerals need to be replaced, otherwise our
bodies continue to be open season for aggressive bugs.
Another use for OXYSOL is to rid the oral cavity of
harmful bacteria by brushing your. teeth with 4 drops
-OXYSOL on your toothbrush or use as a mouthwash or
gargle. The recommended amount to take daily for
system clearing is 6-10 drops, 3 times a day on an empty
stomach. If taken with GAIACOL, reduce ‘both daily
requirements in half. If you are adding OXY’SOL to
your water, just add l-2 drops in each glass of water.
Both OXYSOL and GAIACOL are very powerful additions to our pursuit of health.
Without these “food”-based essential nutrients our
immune systems and body physiologies are sitting ducks
for any attack-from
chemical and biological “warfare” practices, to increased nuclear radiation pollution, as well as from other high-energy photon bombardment as this planet prepares itself for the upcoming changes.
It is up to every individual to take personal responsibility for their health and prioritize the needs their
bodies may have at this time as well as pay special
attention to the needs of their children.
I hope io
describe pere some good products available to you so
that your ‘search for a basic, complete arsenal against
disease can come to an end.
New Gaio has presented many products to the
public that you can pick or choose for individual needs.
But there is a core-of products, which should be taken
regularly, that is felt to be essential to health and well
being. ~These. product&. are;

and 3-In-l. Each of these provides a service to the body
that is a necessary assistant to the other. We will
discuss each one individually to provide you with the
information you need to understand why these items are
necessary.
The physiology of the body is basically governed by
the actions and programming found within the cell.
The cells make up the tissues of the body, the tissues
make up the organs such as the heart or liver which, in
turn, make up the organ systems that work in harmony
with each other to keep the entire body functioning. If
the cell structure has been altered or is malfunctioning
(for whatever reason), every organ system’is affected.
To what degree they are affected depends on the offending substance that has ca-Fsed the cell’s breakdown or
the length of time that ccl- nas been subjected to abuse.
GAIANDRIANA is a product that is said to help
correct the faulty programming that has occurred at the
cell level by correcting into perfection the cell’s DNA/
RNA blueprint. Viruses, unlike bacteria, have the ability to fuse with the DNA strand within the cell, creating
a mutation to that cell. By perfecting the DNA/RNA
blueprint, the cell may be returned to a level of vitality
which allows it to fight off an incoming virus and
maintain the homeostasis within the cell and, in turn,
within the organ systems.
This is essential for the immune organ system,
because without healthy cells that can fight off offenders like free radicals, viruses, and cumulative levels of
radiation, the immune system is overtaxed to the point
of exhaustion-eventually
leading to dis-ease.
Another benefit from consuming
is its
ability and nature to thrive on the invisible, higher
photon frequencies which are bombarding us daily.
is able to speed up the frequericy
levels of the cells to more nearly match- the energies
pouring in and assaulting the body. This, in turn, can
offer a two-fold benefit: One benefit is the ability of the
cell to withstand and actually adapt to these otherwise
damaging energies; the other benefit is to help protect
ourselves from mind manipulation through pulse beams
that are irradiating mankind re!entlessly. Originally
the dose was 10 drops, 3 times per day, under the
tongue. However, with the growing number of “manufactured” epidemics and other stepped-up pians for our
demise by the Elite, perhaps more is better. One ounce
or more per day may produce faster and more effective
results.
was introduced to benefit the mitochondria system that lies within the cell. The mitochondria
is the energy producer of the cell and is essential to
convert the food ‘we eat into usable cell fuel and to
produce enzymes thit are absoluieljr’necessaxy for surviva1 of the body system.
is also said to feed on vessel plaques
adhering to blood vessel linings. Most all of us, by the
age of twenty, have plaques developing on the arterial
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What was discovered is that the Grape Seed Extract
walls due to the American diet that is filled with developed that assists in the elimination of the nasty
saturated fats, high protein, white flour products, and parasites found within the body. Very few people was even superior to the Pine Bark in that it contains a
limited consumption of fresh fruits and vegetables.
realize the kinds and types of diseases that these para- higher level and higher potency of OPCs (Oligomeric
This product provides added fuel to any compromised
sites can contribute to, such as Cancer, AIDS, Hepati- proanthocyanidins) which are the active ingredient for
These OPCs found in the
system to assist in strengthening the immune system, as tis, Hodgkin’s Disease, Diabetes, just to name a few. free-radical scavenging.
well as cleaning out blood vessels and enhancing the There have been reports that people have been able to Grape Seed Extract are known for their instant
pliability of the vessel walls throughout the body. Both turn their conditions around by utilizing a program bioavailability to seek out nasty free radicals and pro- ,
Gaiandriana
and
work in harmony to such as the
to eliminate the duce rapid counter-effect results. While no claims are
strengthen and eliminate mutations of all cells by myriads of parasites, such as flukes, keeping house in here being made for the healing qualities of any product, the OPCs found in Grape Seed Extract have been
their internal organs.
working together within the cell structure itself.
The beauty of this program is that 14 days every 3 identified with: Anti-aging protection, improved viAnother product that you will find essential in your
daily regime is
This is a fully integrated
months is&l1 that is required to insure a body that is free sion, decrease in wrinkles, resistance to mental deteThe
line includes rioration, reduced risk of heart disease, reduced risk of
electrolyte
liquid that is brought forth from the of most parasites.
The combination of tea and juice, tinctures that can be mixed in any one of the above stroke, enhanced immune system, faster healing, subThere is also an intestinal dued PMS, and reduced inflammation of arthritis.
vitamins, minerals, Gingko Biloba, Echinacea,
beverages or in juice.
The other substances found in
are Ester-C@
cleanse that comes in the kit to ensure proper eliminaoxygenators, Aloe Veraand
are a powerful combination that helps boost energy tion and cleansing during the two weeks. These steps and Aloe Vera. Ester-C@ is found to get into the blood
amounts than other forms of
levels as well as provides electrolyte balance within the to health are important if one is to realize optimum stream faster and in
body to help enhance
the performance
of the health within the cellular structure and organ tissues of vitamin C and wastes only a fraction of what other
within the cells. Electrolytes are the body.
vitamin C products lose through elimination. It is also
substances which dissociate into ions in solution and
is a single-celled, fresh-water
found to penetrate white blood cells more efftciently,
The gae which is a nutritionally balanced whole food that is which is necessary for their metabolism. There is also
thus become capable of conducting electricity.
balance of these electrolytes in the body will aid in the extremely high in protein (60%) and contains more a reduction, if not an elimination, of the side effects
protection from the various high-frequency energies than 20 essential vitamins and minerals, 19 of the 22 f rom the acidity of regular Vitamin C because Ester C@
that we are now subjected to as well as enhance the essential and non-essential amino acids, enzymes,
growth factor. The combination of these of Aloe Vera which is the
effectiveness of all the other products you are consuming for your health.
factors results in a product that has been found to be half ounces of natural Aloe Vera juice. Excerpted from
Another beverage that should be taken in a dose of excellent in the healing of wounds, injuries and ulcers, an article by John C. Pittman, M.D., ‘we read:
immune strengthening,
age retardation,
protection
approximately 8 ounces per day is the
“Acemannan, a mucopolysaccharide,
is a long-chain
which is found as an active
in Cold
Enough can not be said about this against radiation, normalizing digestion and bowel
itself into all
fermented drink from the mushroom fungus found long function, and protection against toxic pollutants, to Processed Whole Leaf Aloe. It
ago by a prominent Japanese woman in a town called name but a few of the benefits.
cell membranes. This causes an increase in the fluidity
is a rich source of chlorophyll,
Kargasok, Russia. What she found amongst these viland permeability of the membrane, allowing toxins to
lagers astounded her. The women were virtually with- which is extremely effective in controlling body odor flow out of the cell more easily and nutrients to enter
The suggested daily the cell. The net result may
out wrinkles or other signs of aging and the overall both internally and externally.
population was comprised of unusually healthy people. consumption is 3 grams per day, but dosages should be 1’tsm throughout the body, resulting in a boost of energy
She was told that these people drank 8 ounces of adjusted to your individual needs. Many times the
daily. She brought the mushroom alkaline reserves in thebody are so depleted that
three powerful ingredients are found in one
in larger doses, is warranted.
fungus back to Jauan and, today, over a million Japaoroduct
called
It is a notent product that should
r------~ ~~~~~
. Moreover.. because of its superb food value, be utilized by anyone suffering from a chronic condinese people drink the fermented tea daily. With the
is an important addition to anyone’s tion or for those-wishing to maximize the functioning
high content of special proteins and enzymes, this tea
is said to reduce cholesterol, restore hair growth, emergency food storage stash.
of their immune system on a day-to-day basis.
As part of an ongoing nutritious diet, the grain of
strengthen eyesight, help insomnia, aid in weight reAll the above products discussed:
OXYSOL,
(Triticum Spelta) should be added to every diet
duction, help with allergies, bronchitis, asthma and a
is
myriad of other debilitating conditions including the in replacement of the standard wheat grain.
superior to wheat in that it contains more protein, crude
prevention of certain cancers.
While these are claims from people who have used fiber, and fats than wheat. It also contains special
can be the keys to a healthier and more
or researched the product, it would simply be prudent to carbohydrates (Mucopolysaccharides) which help stimu- vibrant life by reinvigorating the immune system, inregard
as a must to add ‘to your late the all-important immune system.
creasing the metabolic activity of the cells, providing
Many people who are allergic to wheat find
daily health regime. Many people make their own tea
more complete nourishment to allow the organ systems
with the mushroom that is available through New Gaia to be easily digestible. What is most exciting is the to function in harmony with one another, and to inoffers to any baking crease our bodies’ overall frequency levels to withstand
Products, but for those of us with limited time, the delicious nutty flavor that
Another advantage of
is the large the onslaught of various high-frequency energies that
ready-made tea in the l-liter and 2-liter bottles is both needs.
delicious and convenient. Try mixing the tea with the amount ofvitamin B-17 found in the grain ‘,lso known are thrown our way. These products work synergistiand your favorite juice, or just drink it as Laetrile) which has a reputation for r .arding can- cally together to maximize the effects of each product.
cerous cell growth and aiding in the he;.ting.of other
straight.
Of course, right thinking, right exercise, and right
also has an exceptionally
There is a
that has been serious illnesses.
eating are absolutely necessary to add to any health
developed which offers similar propertiesto unpasteur- thick husk around the center grain, which protects it regime, but the benefits and gifts found within these
ized apple cider vinegar, which has, been used for, from all kinds of pollutants and insects far better than various products are priceless to our well being in this
grain can be high-stress world.
centuries to care for all types of ailments. This product happens with other grains. The
packs a punch when fighting off the common cold and ground up into flour and used in any recipe where flour
grain
is great as a digestive aid. Many are using this product is required, New Gaia offers the whole
in their salad dressings or other recipes to enhance’the bread mixes, or the grain itself to be ground into flour,
While or the flour already milled for y.mr convenience. This
nutrition
that their families
receive.
is not recommended for can- simple addition to your family’s diet can provide a
ning or preserving, it certainly is recommended for wealth of extra nutrition for your loved ones as well as
a great taste experience.
general consumption.
The last product I wish to discuss is a newer
is the membrane that is found in the
mushroom fungus of the
bathed in product of which you may not be fully aware. Many of
a nurturing amniotic-like fluid of
to you have heard of the latest craze using a product called
This “Pycnogenols”. Pycnogenol comes from the bark of the
aid the body in repair of connective tissue.
product was designed to replace the need for Shark pine tree and is said to have remarkable anti-oxidant
Cartilage supplement, which has been well researched properties that are aiding in the relief of a number of
product offered by New
and documented in recent years and which is said to chronic conditions. The
program the body to never develop cancer tumors. By Gaia has been found to be superior to Pycnogenol. The
mixing one teaspoon in to any of the above mentioned research that has been conducted on the elements found
drinks, you add one more weapon to your arsenal in the in Pine Bark were primarily conducted on Grape Seed
quest to build the immune system to its optimum healthy state. Extract because this, too, had the components that
A 14-day program called
has been offered the suoerior anti-oxidant nrotection.

1 (800) NEW-GAIA
(639-4242)
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